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1. SOLVING LEGAL PROBLEMS
1.1 Introduction
At The Norwegian Research Center for Computers and Law is
running a project with the ambitious goals of modelling facts
and norms, enabling a computer to solve some legal problems.
This is an experimental effort, rather than an attempt to get
rid of the lawyers and judges. The project has been called
SMARN, a Norwegian acronym for A Language for Modelling Legal
Norms.
Between January 1982 and 1985 the project was financed by
the Norwegian Research Council for Social Studies.
Our theoretical concerns lie in the modelling of norms and
facts. The practical need is for tools to describe norms, to
analyse, predict (simulate) and execute legal decisions by
computer.
Our work has been made possible by developments within
both the theoretical and practical areas. The latter are
characterized by more regulations from public administration,
which is a relatively modern phenomenon, with census and tax
collection as exceptions. The development of computers was a
precondition for parts of the development of mass
administration.
The development of public administration and
computers has made it possible to automate decisions. Such
automatic systems are used to administer the Norwegian Housing
Aid Scheme (Rynning:1976 ). Also taxation and social security
calculations carried out automatically may be called automatic
legal decision systems. A common charactoristic for these is
their routine operations.
However, the development has not reached very far with respect
to the automation of legal decisions. The reason for this is
partly that legal problems are often rather different from

2

problems that obviously may be solved by computers. And,
partly, the reason is that existing attempts to operationalize
legal decisions have their shortcomings. And, finally, a
degree of resistance and ambivalence may be met among the
research and development staff in connection with these kinds
of applications.
Planning systems (including simulation and prediction) are
used for various purposes. JUSSIM (Belkin:1972) and SIMAG
(Dotterwich:1978, Franzen:1983 ) are examples of resource
analysis programs ("bottleneck" analysis in networks) to be
used for organisational studies. SISYFOS (Byrgesen:1975) is an
example of a model to illustrate the interplay between
taxrates and social security payments for various types of
situations, to be used for example when preparing amendments
to acts, etc.
Experimental, consultative systems have been developed to
describe permitted marriages (Dini:1983) and to give
references to literature of interest concerning a given labour
law case (Neal:1984).
(Svoboda:1985) gives an overview of planning systems.
Systems for analysing decisions are rather rare, but have
appeared either as a part of a prediction system (Lawlor:1980)
or as a part of statistical packages. SARA (Hansen:1983) is
rather unusual as a tool dedicated to the analysis of legal
decisions, although these must be binary and discretionary.
There are quite a few formalisms used for the automatic
treatment of norms.
Generally, the work with propositional logic within the
field of computers and law, with consistency problems and
contradictions, wellformedness, simplicity, holes,etc., is
important, but somewhat peripheral to what we shall define as
our goals. These are interesting themes for qualitative
studies of the legislation (Allen:1980). Some steps have also
been taken towards establishing legal expert systems using
propositional logic (Dini:1983).
Some efforts have been made recently with the application
of first order logic to norm modelling (Sergot:1982).
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A good deal of work has been done in the field called
deontic logic, i.e. the logic of normative systems concerning
permissions and obligations (Hilpinen:1971 ). The practical use
of this work so far is rather limited. And the treatment of
discretion is and will be lacking in these theories.
From the area of legal theory, we have taken advantage of
Eckhoff and Sundby's further development of legal norm theory
(Sundby:1974 and Eckhoff:1975). This is our most important
legal-theoretic pillar. But their description of the legal
system from a system-theoretic point of view is also
important.
In particular, there are two international projects that have
a purpose comparable to SMARN's. The first is L. Thorne
McCarty's TAXMAN-project (McCarty:1977, 1979, 1980a-d, 1981,
1982, 1983). This project places itself in the Artificial
Intelligence tradition. Facts are here represented in a
semantic network, while the law is represented in a semantic
description. The first part of the project, TAXMAN I, was a
test of the ideas in the area of the taxation of the
reorganisation of firms. TAXMAN II has elaborated the
representation problems, especially conceptual representation,
regarded by McCarty as the most difficult problem to solve in
a consulting system. This is very interesting, but somewhat
exotic to us. We will use static concepts in contrast to
what is done in TAXMAN II.
The other project is LEGOL (Stamper :1980 ). LEGOL is one of
the largest projects in the field of modelling legal norms for
application by a computer. The project is led by Ronald
Stamper at the London School of Economics and Political
Science. However, it will most probably not be followed up in
its latest versions.
The project started as a study of formal organisations.
The apparatus and functions of such organisations are to a
large extent specified by rules. A central standpoint in the
project was that information systems for organisations must
reflect this set of rules, both in the design of the database
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- which is the information bank in the information system, but
especially when manipulating data in the database.
The theoretical interest of our work is mainly related to the
development of a weighing model, the development of fact and
norm models, modelling operative relations between norms, and
the development of language constructions for these in SMARN.

1.2 Delimiting the concept of

a legal problem

We are not interested only in developing a formalism to
describe legal norms and facts. It is also to be used to
simulate and automate the solution of legal problems.
Therefore, it is necessary to suggest in some detail what one
means by a legal (decision) problem. I will start by listing
phenomena which the concept should not contain. Legislative
technique represents a first point, analyses of problems
to be regulated and expressing rules are others.
Theoretical discussion and solutions of theoretical problems
are large areas to be kept out. Discussions of legal
principles are sorted hereto.
What I do intend to catch are problems presented for
solution in public administration or before a court, or for a
lawyer.
I will give a tentative definition of the concept of a
legal problem. A legal (decision) problem is a problem that
can be solved by the execution of a legal decision.
By decision, I primarely refer to a choice between
alternatives.
The phrase 'can be solved by the execution of a legal
decision' contains a requirement that there exist a legal body
competent to solve the actual problem.
For something to be a legal decision, we must check the
power of the executive, the sources of law and evidence used
in the decision as well as the form in which the decision was
made.
If a decision-maker is nor empowered to make a decision of
the actual kind, I would not call the decision legal.
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By 'the sources of the decision', I mean to refer to the
facts and the legal sources. Legal decisions should not be
made on the basis of rumours, for example. But it is difficult
to establish a sharp criterion about proofs to call something
a legal decision. Likewise, valid and relevant legal sources
should be the sources of the decision.
With respect to the form of the decision, one condition
must be that the conclusion is reached, or grounded, according
to a legal argumentation standard. Conditions on proof,
interpretation, harmonization, subsumption and application of
principles of legal sources should be established. These
conditions cannot be stated sharply either. Another condition
is that the decison is made in a valid form. For example, the
jury must be correctly established, a judge must be impartial,
certain essential utterances must take place, etc.
Before a problem 'can be solved' it must be raised as a
problem and it must be raised to the appropriate legal organ.
Before it will be solved, there must in addition exist a duty,
or a permission, and a will in the organ to solve the
problem.
I shall also use the concept of a legal problem in regard to
problems where a solution is not requested. I shall not
reserve the concept to a special phase, e.g a phase where the
problem is brought to the knowledge of a person with legal
power. That is: we have a legal problem where a situation
occurs and legal rules may be applied to the situation, given
that a solution had been requested.
One should not be distracted by the fact that legal decisions
may take different forms. They may take the form of advice
(for example from a solicitor), a decision in public
administration, by judges etc.
I want to emphasize that the suggested definition
says 'can be solved'. Obviously, there exist legal problems
where no solution is requested. But if it is, then a legal
solution can solve it.
In addition to there existing legal problems that will not
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be solved because no solution is requested, I assume that it
has happened that non-legal problems have been solved in
court.
The tentative definition does not explicitly rule out
wrong legal decisions. It only points out the certainty that a
solution exists for certain problems. But it may be wrong,
legally. Another aspect is that it may then often be appealed.
In the tentative definition, it should also be stressed
that the solution may be feasible. Only after the solution is
carried out, will the legal problem be solved.
Jon Bing has given a definition of what I regard a similar
concept of legal decision problem to the one I am looking
for (Bing:1977, p.18). But his definition is rather weak:
"a legal problem is a problem to whose solution legal
argumentation may contribute"
According to this definition, it is a necessary and sufficient
condition for a problem to be legal that legal arguments may
contribute to its solution. But from this it follows that it
is neither necessary nor sufficient that legal argumentation
actually contributes.
My suggestion is stronger, since it gives a single
necessary and sufficient condition, namely that the problem
can be solved by a legal decision.
Must legal arguments always contribute to the solution of
legal problems? That is: Is it a necessary condition for
something to be a legal problem that legal arguments
contribute to its solution? Bing does not raise this question.
It is correct to answer yes, given my tentative definition of
legal problem. Legal argumentation always contributes when a
solution through legal procedure is requested. Accordingly,
legal arguments do not contribute when a request is lacking.
A weakness in Bing's definition is that what he calls the
total problem, of which only a part perhaps is a legal
problem, must also be called legal according to the
definition. Since legal argumentation may contribute to
solving the partial problem (the legal), it contributes to
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solving the total problem.
It is only in one case that legal argumentation is
sufficient to solve the problem. That is in a dispute where
the parties to a hypothetical case accept the argumentation.
Here, it is the parties first and foremost that make the
decision that solves the problem, after advice from legal
professionals.
Legal problems may be solved in many other different ways
than by legal decisions, through the death of a person, by
agreement between the parties, etc.
An example of this kind may be that A has offended B in an
illegal way. A and B then solve the problem in private, and
the problem may cease to exist. But before the solution, a
situation existed that might have been given a solution by
legal procedure.
The tentative definition of a problem may now be rephrased: a
legal problem exists only if a set of legal norms may be
applied appropriately by a competent legal organ to a factual
situation that has occurred, or as a factual situation occurs.
To characterize the problem, it is not sufficient to
describe the facts. For under different legal source
situations, or jurisdictions, the problem may be different,
although the facts are identical. The same may be said about
different legal source principles (principles of
interpretation, harmonization, delimiting of sources, etc.).
But I shall choose to regard these as constant in the model I
develop. In other words, we do operate within the same
jurisdicition. This assumption represents another problem,
which I shall leave untreated.
A legal problem of type x may be described by a triple
(x,Fx,Rx), where x is the general name of the problem, i.e.
the characteristic of this type of problem. Fx refers to facts
for the problem and Rx refers to the relevant legal sources.
Fx = {fl, f2, .... , fn} , fi refers to fact i.
Rx =

{rl, r2, .... , rm) , rj refers to source j.
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1 •3 Paradigm for the general model of legal problem solving
We shall operate with a model of the real world having three
levels:
- a world of things and events,
- expressions about the world (descriptive and normative)
in a language form,
- understanding of the world (meanings about ...)
To make models of concepts, facts and norms, one needs to
describe in a language some part of nature and society to
which one wishes to refer. Let us call such models world
models.
Physical reality forms the lower level in every
realistic world model.
Decisions and reasons, descriptions of facts,
communications between people all take place in some language
or other. It is, then, hardly unnatural to separate out oral
and written communication as belonging to a particular level
in the model: a level for language expressions about the
world. The contents of these expressions often exist
independently of the source. And the opinion of the source may
often be somewhat different from a natural interpretation.
Legal decisions are based on knowledge about the facts of
the cases and valid law. Opinions about facts and the law,
among those who make the decisions, are quite central for the
result of the case. Understanding of the world will therefore
be included as the third level in our world model.
Some central processes to be described in this model are:
observation, interpretation and expressing.
We may describe these processes as relations between the
actor and the world, expressions about the world and
understanding of the world. Observation may, with the goodwill
of the reader, be applied to all the three levels,
interpretation and expressing only to the level of
understanding.
Let wO be a part of the world. Let o,e and i be the
processes observe,express and interpret. Then a's process of
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observation, expression and interpretation of wO, expressions
of wO and understanding of wO may be presented as in figure
1- 1 .
a
the world wO

*
\

a2
o = observe
e = express
i = interpret

expressions about
wO
understanding of
wO
Figure 1-1: A world model with processes seen from a.
Language shall here be understood in a wider sense as a means
of communicating meanings (understandings) about the world. It
may thus be natural -, picture -, body -, finger-language and
many others.
There should exist fixed conventions to interpret the
signs in the language.
1.3.1 The problem solving situation
I will characterize the problem solving situation in terms of
five factors:
- access to the facts of the case,
- access to the legal sources,
- the problem solver(s),
- available resources,
- other factors.
(1) Access to the facts of the case
Access depends on the mode of search employed. Main types are
written and verbal sources, as well as one's own observations.
The availability and reliability of the sources also play a
central role.
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(2) Availability of the legal sources
Availability depends on where the sources are stored
(own mind, library, at colleagues' or in public offices,
information systems with and without own access, other
libraries etc. ). Partly it depends on the structure of
the sources as well as on search system. Availability may
also be dependent on the volume of the sources.
(3) The problem solvers
I will regard problem solving partly as application of
knowledge, partly as learning and partly as making value
preferences. Background knowledge may be classified as
knowledge about concepts, language, legal sources (including
structure), legal method, the case area, etc.
The learning process consists of learning the special case
as well as updating knowledge of the other areas mentioned
above. Particularly important is the learning of the relevant
legal sources. Methods may be own searching, asking
colleagues, using text retrieval systems, etc.
The set of moral and other values of the problem solvers
may change as a result of the work with the case.
(4) Available resources and other factors
The problem solving situation may be influenced by time
pressure, heavy working load and general conditions for the
parties involved in the solution of a legal problem. Of
particular importance is the situation of the persons who
are to solve the problem.
1.3.2 Solving problems
We shall initially describe problem-solving as initiating
problem solving, identifying problems and solving identified
problems. The initiation process will be described in 1.3.3
while the identification process is described in 1.4.
A very abstract flowchart for the process is given below:
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start
1
initiate the sol
ution process

identify the
problem to be
solved and its
potential sub
problems
1
establish a
solution plan for
the problem

I
solve the sub
problems according
to the plan
,
i
end
Figure 1-2: Solving legal problems
1.3.3 Initiating the solution process.
This principally consists in a person putting forward a
request or an order that some problem solvers should solve a
problem, which might be composite.
The problem may be rejected for several reasons, e.g. a
lawyer's work pressure. Other forms of problem solving (as in
the court) cannot be rejected, only delayed, for such reasons.
Generally, we may speak about a preliminary accept to solve a
problem. Then it is agreed to initiate the case that ought,
can or must, be solved. The purpose of this identification may
be to check if some legal problem exists, or to refer the
client to a colleague. With a sufficiently exact
identification of the problems, a final acceptance or refusal
may be made.
We can now say that the problem solution process is
initiated. Let us say that a result of the initiation is a
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closer definition of which problems are to be solved.

1.4 Identifying legal problems
To identify a legal problem is to answer the question which
problem occurs? For a specific problem, x, to occur, certain
facts and legal sources must be relevant. The question has
therefore two natural subquestions, namely: which facts, Fx ,
occur and which legal sources, Rx , are relevant for these
facts? Specifying such a triple
(x, Fx, Rx )
for a given problem, will be referred to as identifying the
legal problem.
It is obviously impossible to identify anything at all in an
adequate manner without criteria for the identification. These
give conditions for the occurence of a problem.
If a problem P occurs when conditions B are satisfied,
this may be expressed:
if B then P.
This is a rule to establish the existence of problems of kind
P. Then one could think of rules to express how a given
problem should be solved:
if P then L,
where L is the solution of the problem P. But instead of such
a detour, rules are commonly expressed on the form
if B then L.
So, when one identifies legal problems, this is done
relative to the conditions in the rules. If a condition is
satisfied, the problem the norm is introduced to solve occurs.
Otherwise not.
To simplify the identification of problems, by simplifying the
search for norms, the norms are systematized. The statute
rules are systematized in a hierarchic way by laws, chapters,
sections, etc. But other systematics would also be possible.
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An example is a chronological ordering of enforced sections,
without names of laws, chapters, etc. Drastically less
efficient, but possible. The point here is only that the norm
systematics is just a tool when identifying problems and their
corresponding solutions. (The same holds true for the
systematics for regulations, directives, instructions, cases
and other legal sources). Such a systematics actually
contributes to the meaning of the norms.
Since several norms often contribute to the solution of
the same problem, one could theoretically collect all norms
contributing to the solution of this problem, and do so for
all problems, whether the rules are lawrules, from
regulations, instructions, cases or other sources. That
amounts to saying that one could introduce one systematics for
legal problems. It would surely not be especially efficient,
since the relative importance of the sources are so different
and since the same norm may be relevant to many problems. But
nevertheless, it is theoretically possible to establish such a
problem systematics.
As I understand it, the identification of legal problems is
quite central to the solution of these problems. This process
takes place continuously, from the first time the client comes
to the lawyer, until the judges have made their decisions, for
example. During this complex process, the insight into the
problem has probably increased dramatically. The
identification is developed into larger detail (not
necessarily more precision or correctness) for the lawyer, for
example, after his work with the case. The same holds for the
judges.
It is, of course, possible that several legal problems may
occur within the same total problem. It should lead to the
identification of
(y/Fy.Ry) ,etc.
The identification process mainly concerns the investigation
of facts and legal sources. My point is that these processes
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must be described as strongly dependent on each other.
Further, as will be demonstrated later, it must be possible to
return to whatever point is needed, at any time until the
problem is solved.
If several subproblems occur in the same total problem,
one must identify the separate parts. When one is to solve the
total problem, the subproblems must be ordered in a proper
way. That is, a solution plan should be made. Such a plan is
expressed by means of the subproblems and structure primitives
for sequence, alternatives, etc. How this is done depends on
how rich the solution system is in structure elements.
Likewise, knowledge about the solution system must be
reflected in the solution plan, concerning, e.g., deadlines,
queues, etc.
It may be worth saying something about the understanding of
legal problems. A citizen must have an idea that he might have
a legal problem before he seeks assistance by a lawyer. This
might be a strong idea. He might be rather sure that the
problem is legal. Or he might be a little uncertain: Might
there perhaps be some legal problem hidden here? How he has
reached his understanding plays a minor role; what is
essential is that he has an idea that a legal problem might be
present.
Depending on the nature of the problem, various actions
may be relevant. Perhaps the step will be to apply for
a
social service the person is entitled to, to appeal a
procedure, to seek a lawyer's advice, etc.
Since the citizen himself may not make any legal
decisions, he must communicate his own understanding of the
problem to others, let us say the lawyer he unfortunately
seeks advice from. The most important thing v/ill be to
communicate the factual circumstances. It is then left to the
listener, e.g. the lawyer, to clarify his own understanding of
the problems, especially to qualify the relevant legal
sources. The understanding must then be supported by strong
evidence and a good interpretation of sources as well as their
relevance.
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If the case is being brought to court, evidence must be
given for the facts and arguments for the legal sources'
contents and relevance. A lawyer will try to establish a norm
which gives as good a solution to the problem as possible for
his client.
The court's final decision will be authoritative. A
decision will be final if it may not be appealed.
An example: Let us say a farmer, Mr. Smith, has a problem. It
consists of the fact that one of his neighbours, Mrs. Hill,
uses a forest road Mr. Smith has built to Quarrel. Mrs. Hill
does this whenever she wants to go fishing in one of the lakes
in her own outlying field. Smith has forbidden her to drive on
the road, while Hill means that Smith is not in the position
to do so. A legal problem, PO, consists in deciding whether
Smith may forbid Hill to use the road to Quarrel. This is a
problem for Smith. He discusses several alternative solutions,
to raise a barrier, to threaten Mrs. Hill and to seek legal
advice to have his legal position in the case stated. He is
obviously not himself in a position to make a legal decision
that solves the problem.
If Smith goes to a lawyer, it is because he is in doubt
whether, or quite sure that, the law is on his side. He
would not go to a lawyer if he was sure that the law
was on
Hill's side. In that case, he would
probably give up his
claim, or try to solve the issue by non-legal means.
Smith's problem, PI, consists in establishing various
action alternatives, and in choosing between these. PI is not
a legal problem. Assume that Smith seeks advice from a lawyer.
The problem, P2, for the lawyer is to give Smith advice about
preferred ways of proceeding. Here there are several
possibilities. He may suggest settling things amicably, or
that Smith brings the case to court or that he gives up his
position and accepts the traffic. A legal problem in P2 is to
decide if PO is a legal problem. If
it is not, it obviously
cannot be solved by law. If the problem is legal, the lawyer
will reason about Smith's legal protection against Hill's
traffic. He has to reach a conclusion on this legal question.
Although the answer may be positive for Smith, the lawyer does
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not have to advise bringing the case to court. The lawyer's
advise may, however, solve the problem if it makes Hill accept
her position.
Assume that Hill continues to drive to the lake and that
Smith is advised to sue Hill. Before the case is brought
to court, certain conditions must be met. This is a separate
evaluation to be made by the court administration.
Further, administrative tasks by the court have to be carried
out before the case can be brought to the court. In the court
questions about evidence, interpretations of norms, procedures
etc. will be raised, before the case can be solved.
Further, there exists an appeal-right, involving the case
being brought to the Supreme Court for a final decision. But
even then, under certain circumstances, it might be brought
back to a lower court.
We can think of composite legal problems as split into
problems that might be solved separately or in a time
sequence. An ordering of problems into sequences may be
regarded as a legal problem (procedural).

1.5 Bing's model of problem solving
It is desirable to demonstrate which restrictions apply to
SMARN and what assertions it is based on. Demonstrating
limitations will hopefully have a valuable pedagogical effect.
By describing the transformation from general methods for
legal problem solving to SMARN, one may hope for a partial
clarification of these limitations. But obviously one also
wants to show what possibilities an implemented version of
SMARN might represent.
The choice of a general model was rather easy, as, in
1975, the administrative head of the Norwegian Research Center
for Computers and Law, Jon Bing, had developed such a model.
It was not only developed with the intention of describing the
legal decision process, but also to promote the use of legal
information retrieval systems, from which some of its
weaknesses stem. But it is a general model, and the obvious
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choice for a computer scientist at the NRCCL in need of such a
model.
1.5.1 Towards the proven facts of a case
The description Bing (Bing:1975 and 1977) gives of problem
solving is a kind of process description. The process starts
when a client applies to a lawyer for help. He presents a
problem, named the total problem. By means of principles of
delimitation, the lawyer establishes his own understanding of
the legal problem as a part of the whole problem. By means
of principles for searching the facts of the case and for
proof and evaluation, the lawyer arrives at the probable facts
of the case. By assistance of principles for reasonable doubt,
the lawyer arrives at the proven facts.
The total problem
as part of
reality

The proven
facts

i
Principles about
delimiting a
legal problem

Principles for
reasonable doubt

The probable
facts
Î

The legal
problem as
part of the
reality

Principles for
searching the
facts of the case,
for proof
and evaluation

Figure 1-3: From problem to proven facts.
In the figure, rectangles are input and output to processes
controlled by the principles represented in the hexagons.
Bing (Bing:1977, p. 20) says:"But generally speaking we may
say that up to this point substantive law has not entered into
the process".
This is a somewhat unprecise description of the actual
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situation. For the proven facts of the case are flavoured by
the relevant facts, that is, those facts relevant norms speak
about, which indicate, in turn, which legal sources are
relevant. Obviously, it would be impractical to check in
detail a lot of facts which later (after the selection of
sources) prove to be irrelevant. (This should be modified by
mentioning the fact that Bing refers to the lawyers background
knowledge as the facit for the search of sources, and also
that feedback information from later steps might be used).
1.5.2 From proven facts to subsumption
Bing first describes how the total set of relevant legal
sources is defined by delimitation principles. Then he
describes the availability factors defining the searchable
sets of legal sources. (Actually, 'searchworthy' is a better
word than 'searchable', since it underlines the cost/benefit
analogy).
The search argument is established by the proven facts.
When searching the base of legal sources, relevant legal
sources are found. After an interpretation process, the
relevant norms occur. Comparing proven facts and relevant
norms produces legal relevant facts, see figure 2 (Bing:1975,
p. 15). This is very unclear from the figure. According to my
view, it would be more appropriate to remove the arch between
the relevant norms and the proven facts, and let it rather go
to legal relevant facts. But this is, as well, incomplete.
This imprecision stems from several causes.
relevant legal
sources

nterpretation
principles

>

Î
searchable base
of legal sources

search arguments __

relevant norms
interpreted
with respect
to facts
i
the proven
facts of the
case

legally relevant
facts

Figure 1-4: The search process.
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The most important point is probably that Bing uses only
objects in the figures of the type "result of process", but does
not represent the processes themselves. The actual example
could then have been described as a process called factrelevance evaluation with relevant norms and the proven facts
as input and legally relevant facts as output.
Thereafter, it seems from figures 1 and 7 (Bing:1975)
that the proven facts are established once and for all. The
figures are imprecise, since on page 17 Bing describes what
happens after the relevant norms have been found: "He then
goes back to the proven facts of the case (...) to bring
forward new, relevant facts, formulates assisting search
arguments, etc". Taken literally, figure 7 describes the
proven facts of the case fixed once and for all, while the
legally relevant facts are just a subset of this set. Other
facts cannot then occur as a result of the search process.
The final legally relevant facts and relevant norms occur
as a result of an iterative process. "At this stage in the
decision process we may say that the lawyer has made a
subsumption."
1.5.3 From subsumption to law in force
By interpreting and harmonizing relevant legal sources the
normative interval "law in force" is established (Bing:1975,
p. 18-23 ).
1.5.4 From law in force to result
The value premises are applied on the normative interval "law
in force" and value selected norms occur. Conditions on
objectivity are likewise applied on facts, in such a way that
legally and objectively relevant facts occur. By application
of value selected norms on legally and objectively relevant
facts, the result may then be established.
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Interpretation and^
harmonization
principles

The normative
interval "law
in force"

—

/ Value
\
S, premises /

Î
Relevant legal
sources

The proven
facts

Value selected
norms

Legally rele
vant facts

Result

I
Principles abou
obj ectivity

Legally and
objectively
relevant
facts

Figure 1-5: The value premises' role and influence on the
result.
1.5.5 Evaluating the result - feedback
The value premises may be applied to the result to evaluate
it. The premises may influence the judgement concerning
relevance of the legal sources.

Figure 1-6: Considering a satisfying result
"The consideration of a satisfying result is introduced into
the process as a relevant legal source" (Bing:1975,p.28). We
observe that through the "consideration of a satisfying result
the legal decision model approaches a consequent oriented
decision" (p.28).
The process is not ended before the lawyer is "satisfied
with the result".
Finally, another important point may be added. The recursive
nature of the decision process is not reflected in the model.
By that I mean that a process, e.g. a decision, may be
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activated as part of a superior decision process. A decision
may be activated as a subprocess of an interpretation, which
itself is part of a superior decision problem.
Contrary to this, Bing describes the decision process
essentially by use of repetitions. This effectively
prevents the modelling of very deep decisions, i.e.
decisions with several levels of recursion, e.g. several
levels of interpretations within interpretations.
A summary of the criticism of Bing's model of the legal
decision process:
The development to the point of subsumption is an
imprecise description of real processes. It is more intervowen
than figure 1 shows (Bing:1975).
The model fails to make explicit an aspect I believe is
central, namely the identification of the legal problem.
Processes should have been explicitly represented in the
figures.
The recursive nature of the decision process is not
reflected.

1.6 Sketch of an alternative model
I will outline a sketch of a model emanating from Bing's. It
is amended to some degree especially prior to the subsumption
process. The model is presented in figures 1-7 through 1-13.
An interview phase WFO (Which Facts Occur) will lead to an
isolation of the facts that might have legal relevance, Fx.
The search for relevant legal sources WLA (Which Legal sources
may be Applied?) is to lead to a reference to possibly
relevant legal sources of the case. These legal sources
require certain facts, Fh, to be proved applicable. The
process WFP (Which Facts are required Proved?) leads to these.
If Fh is not included in Fx, then one can choose to search for
more facts or reduce the number of relevant legal sources.
When Fh is included in Fx, one can say the problem is
identified.
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The facts
<= >

(x,Fx,Rx)
1
WO
satisfied?

Fh £ Fx?

(WFO) «--1

Fh

I Fx I
1

yes

[WFP)

Rx

WLA^ <= >

Legal
sources

Figure 1-7: The identification process
In figure 1-7 processes are drawn in circles, products (like
input and output) in rectangles, while flow of control is
represented by the directed, singel-line branches. A product
on a control branch is to be regarded as output from the
starting-process and input to the ending process of the
branch, a ==> b means a operates
on b, a <==> b, that botha
==> b and a <== b. Numbers refer
to figure 1-13.

1.6.1 On facts
(1) Presenting facts
Without loss of generality we shall name an expressed fact an
expression, E, in one or other language, L. It will always be
an actor. A, (person) who presents a fact about a situation SI
in a situation S2. He will do this with a certain purpose, P.
Presenting facts may then be expressed
A maintains E about SI in S2 with the purpose P.
(2) Searching facts
Given that a problem, SI, is identified, certain facts
describing SI will be relevant. Searcing facts means trying to
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find sources that might produce (put forward) facts. By a
source I here mean written, spoken or recorded expressions of
facts, the decision-maker himself with his understanding of
the facts, or it may be a fact itself. I will illustrate
search processes in some more detail.
If one does not have the facts in one's own mind (supposedly
then as well), the following sub-processes will be central
when searching facts:
Process:

Comment:

1: Define precisely;

What is searched for?

2: Localize;

Where can I find facts about SI?

3: Transport;

Move oneself or the source to
observe SI.

4: Observe;

.. the world, expressions or own
understanding.

(SI)

5: Interpret;
6: If not satisfied go to 1; One is presumably satisfied
after having found SI or one gives up.
Figure 1-8: Searching facts
The search takes place on the three levels: in the world
itself, in expressions about the world and in understandings
of the world, cfr. figure 1-1.
The result of a search process will be regarded as the
understanding of facts, that is, interpreted facts (although
expressions about facts could also have been regarded as
results of a search).
(3) The evaluation of relevance.
Obviously, not all the facts put forward will be relevant. It
is up to the relevance evaluation process to determine which
of them are.
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(4) Evaluating facts
When facts are put forward, one will need to evaluate the
various sources' proof-value. One has to judge the content of
the expression in the light of how much it pretends to say.
There is a considerable difference between mere belief and
being quite sure of one's judgement.
One also has to evaluate the reliability of the
sources. This includes many factors, from a general evaluation
of persons to the distance in time, space, personal relations
... the sources have to what they make statements about.
In the final evaluation one would have to weigh the
various proof sources, in order to understand what the facts
are, possibly with an additional assessment of the
degree of certainty:
A accepts E as a fact about S with certainty C
The evaluative requirements and their form will vary
drastically from the solicitor's interview to a proof
procedure in court.
(5) Argumentation
Arguing facts will to a large extent concentrate on
demonstrating inconsistencies and on finding evidence. The
arguing may aim at demonstrating that something held to be a
fact is impossible in itself, or that two facts put forward
are inconsistent with each other. Or it may aim to convince
somebody that a fact is to be accepted as such. Sources of the
argumentation are more or less common knowledge (axioms) and
rules of inference to be applied to these.
Argumentation influences all the subprocesses.
(6) Monologue and dialogue
When a fact is being searched for in the form of an
expression, one must distinguish between two situations. We
may call the forms monologue and dialogue. In the monologue.
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the actor describes,or argues about, a theme S. While the
dialogue may be seen as a question-answering situation
including arguing.
We may, somewhat imprecisely, choose to regard the
dialogue as a sequence of inter-related monologues.
An important difference is that the dialogue may
influence the source, for example, by demonstrating through
argumentation a lack of plausibility, an inconsitency etc.
Or, more primitively, by focusing on the theme through
questioning. The questioning may influence the answerer.
(7) Illustration of the facts of the case
This is a somewhat more detailed illustration of the facts,
cf. figure 1-7. We refer to facts as they occur in the world,
expressions about facts or understandings of facts. The facts
of a case may be on several of these levels.
SI may be a situation that is central in the case, i.e.,
still existing, and therefore possible to observe again.
Processes from figure 1-8 may be used as a more detailed
description of the search for the facts of a case. But how can
one find the facts if they are not to be found on the world or
expression level? Obviously as understandings, among
witnesses, the parties to a case, or others.
Facts in the form of understandings are so important that they
deserve special treatment, although it would be possible to
overlook this level, since all the understandings that will
serve as fact sources except the judges', must be expressed.
The most important reason for a special treatment of
understandings is that they may be subject to considerable
influence; that is, the facts may be "coloured" when they are
expressed.
It is interesting that the facts of the case on the level
of understanding take the form of both product and process
while, as phenomena in the world and as expressions, they may
be regarded as products only. (The facts are described as a
product in figure 1-7).
When, for instance, a witness gets a question about a
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fact, he will interpret the question, search after facts in
his memory, evaluate the relevance of what is found and the
value of it. Finally, an answer will be given. This may be
specified as below. The states that are established by a
process are written within angle-brackets after each process.
Let s be a question about SI and B the witness's background
knowledge.
Process:

State:

1: aobserves s;

<a perceive s>

2: aInterprets s;

<a understands s,

i.e. u(a,s)>

3: a searches u(a,s) in B;< a finds r>
4: a evaluates the relevance of r against u(a,s);
<r‘, subset of r, is relevant)
5: a evaluates the value of r against u(a,s);
<r",subset of r, is important and
valuable enough, etc. for a to be
mentioned.
B', Px'>
6: If a is dissatisfied and if it is worth it, a repeats
the process from 2,3,4 or 5.
7: a maintains r"
Figure 1-9: Illustration of facts of a case.
Graphically, we may describe the facts of a case on the level
of understanding like this:

questions about
SI

reply

Figure 1-10: Illustration of facts of a case.
(Dialogue-situation)

In figure 1-10, B refers to the witness's background
knowledge. Px refers to the person's understanding of the
problem at hand. -- > represents flow of control and ==>
operation on.

(8) Which facts occur?
In the WFO-process (cf. figure 1-7), the actor is the person
who investigates the facts. The subprocesses will therefore be
relative to this person.
The abstract process WFO is the "driver" in the process
consisting of finding relevant facts. It is therefore natural
that it differs from the witness in regard to the precision of
the identification of the problem (Px) as well as with respect
to the actor's role as an interviewer (forming and asking
questions). Otherwise, the processes in WFO correspond to the
processes described in figure 1-9.
Here is a more detailed illustration of the fact evaluation
for the dialogue situation:

Figure 1-11: Which facts occur? (WFO) (Dialogue situation)
1.6.2 On legal sources
Searching, interpreting, relevance evaluation, harmonizing and
evaluating norms, norm expressions or customs are all central
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processes when establishing relevant norms in a case.
(1) Searching relevant legal sources and norms.
As soon as relevant facts are identified, various legal
sources will be exposed as relevant. The legal sources will
have the form
A maintains E about S1 (with purpose P ).
The search may take place on all three levels, in regard to
customs, expressions (as legal sources) and norms (as
understandings).
(2) Interpretation
To establish a norm, norm expressions must be interpreted.
This consists of a determination of the concepts occuring in
the expression and the meaning of the expression as a whole.
The underlying purpose may also be important. The result of
the interpretation may be expressed
A has the understanding U of the expression E in situation
S (with purpose P )
(3) Evaluation of relevance
When a norm expression is interpreted it must be decided
whether it is relevant for the problem at hand.
(4) Harmonization and evaluation
By harmonizing norms is meant a synthesis of norms regulating
the solution of the same problem, to yield one norm. The
various norms have different sources which will have various
weights. In legal method, a formal treatment of differences
between laws, regulations, circulars, different levels of
court, customs, etc., is established.
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The result after harmonization and evaluation will be that
A has the understanding U of sources Kl, K2, .. in
situation S with purpose P
(5) Argumentation
Here, the argumentation will concern proof of existence,
validity and relevance of norms; but weighing in relation to
guidelines is also concerned. One may argue that a particular
interpretation of a norm expression is correct. The kinds of
argumentation are roughly divided into induction (including
analogy) and deduction.
(6) Which legal sources may be applied?
A somewhat more detailed illustration of the WLA process is
given in figure 1-12. The actor is here the one who is
investigating the legal sources.

Figure 1-12: Which legal sources may be applied (WLA)?
1.6.3 The model may be applied on different levels of
precision.
Problems may be identified on different levels of precision,
from a collection of probably relevant facts and legal sources
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(e.g. in the form of documents) to the facts and norminterpretation proved in court. The model is meant to cover
all the levels of precision. The variations will best be
expressed by different requirements on the processes,
according to the background against which the problem
identification takes place.
In this model, principles for delimiting legal
problems are not reflected, nor principles about searching the
facts of the case, proof procedures, evaluation or reasonable
doubt.
1.6.4 Solving identified problems
"Solve the problem" refers to the making of the subsumption
and the solution of the problem about consequences. That is,
it refers to the process of deciding what the consequences
are, when the conditions in the antecedent are met. The
consequence problem is a problem within the problem; in
principle it must itself be identified, etc.
Stated differently, the solution of a problem consists in
applying the relevant norm to relevant facts.

2

1
is

n°
Px solvable? ----• 1
\ /

yes

|

^solve Px^

I

/x
no
satisfied? ----- • 1
1
next problem
Figure 1-13: Solving the problem (continued from figure 1-7)
The last part of the model follows Bing's closer. I have
introduced a question about solvability. This is essentially
an investigation of whether or not all the input variables of
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the problem are given. If this matter cannot be resolved, one
has to return to WFO. In that case the problem may vanish in
the light of new insights. Or it may be that other facts or
legal sources are found relevant or irrelevant. Consequently,
other forms of reidentification may emerge.

1.7 A systematics for problems: Problem hierarchies
What do we really mean when we speak about identification of
legal problems? Identified relative to what? When it occurs, a
problem is identified by use of criteria defining the
existence of legal problems.
Legal classification does not order the problems in a
continuum. On the contrary, the problems are classified
according to criteria of difference and similarity, and
ordered relative to each other. Public law is split into
constitutional law, administrative law, penal law and
procedural law. Which problems are to be regarded as similar
and which as different is a very pragmatic question, strongly
dependent on the purpose of the systematics.
This classification and ordering of legal problems might
be conceived of as a "problem map", partly mapping problems
that have occurred and partly problems that might occur. Since,
a priori, one is rarely able to predict which problem might
occur, a problem map will be dynamic. Problem types arise,
develop and disappear.
A reasonable hypothesis is that (legal) problems are best
mapped as hierarchies; that is, a class of problems may be
split into subclasses, which again may be split. Some problem
types may be subclasses of several superior problem types: a
problem might be both a tax and a social security problem.
By "hierarchy" I mean a partial ordering of all dependent
elements i and j such that either
i < j,
(i subordordinate to j)
i = j,or
(i and j have equal rank)
i > j.
(i superior to j )
If i and j are independent, neither i <j, i =j nor i >j is
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valid.
If i > j and k > j then j is subordinate to both i and k.
i > j and k >j is therefore a hierarchy. But if i > j and
j > i, then i and j are both subordinate and superior to each
other, hence they do not form a hierarchy.
Many writers use the hierarchy synonymously with tree.
For trees one has to add one more restriction: if i > j and
k > j then either i > k or k > i is satisfied. That is, an
element has only one closest superior. Consequently, my
hierarchy definition accepts several closest superiors.
Here are the substructure types: a)
b)
x

z

y
z

x

more general description
y

more special description

(Superior problems are drawn above subordinate).

In the a-case a problem z is both an x and a y problem, while
in the b-case both the x and y problem are z problems.
That x is a specific y problem will be denoted
x specific y

or (x)y

This is identically stated as
y general x
Let the

or <y>x.

following abstract systematics be given:
a
a(b(d),c(e,f(h))),
<d,e>g,
<g,h>i.
(Alternative species
are listed with
between)

The i-problem may be specified on five levels. It is an
a-problem, and further both a b and a c-problem. And we can
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see that both e and f are special c-problems. For example let
a = legal problem, b = private law, c = public law, d =
property law, e = penal law, f = administration law, g =
compensation law, h = expropriation law and i = problem
concerning compensation after expropriation.
The subtypes of an actual problem type should to the
largest possible extent cover the whole problem. Thereafter
they should have as little as possible in common.

1.8 Characteristics and solvability of legal problems
Problems cannot be solved until they are specified down to a
norm level. This means that both facts and legal sources are
specified to a norm level. But the problems may be
characterized on a higher level than the norm level.
Some words on the relationships between the type and
occurence of a problem: in the same jurisdiction a problemtype is determined by the presence of certain types of facts,
and the relations between facts. The fact-types act as
criteria for the problem-type definition. This, however, is
not sufficient if one discusses problem-types from several
jurisdictions.
In a given problem the fact-types take specific values,
although they might be difficult to decide. Fact-types
correspond to problem-types, and values of facts correspond to
problem occurrences.
To each type of solvable problem, we may attach specific
occurrences of solved problems. Obviously, this may also be
done for problem-types that are so general that they cannot be
solved, but this is of minor interest.
A solved problem (decision) may become a legal source.

1.9 A solution plan
A lawyer who is to solve a complex legal problem must identify
the parts of the problem, that is, define more basic
problems. To solve the problem, each part must be solved. And

since problems are often dependent on each other, the order in
which they will be solved plays a definite role.
If several lawyers are to be engaged, independent problems
may be solved simultaneously.
The solution of a complex problem therefore presupposes a
solution plan. Such a plan must contain two types of
information, namely an ordering of the problems in a sequence
(and in parallel) as well as permitted use of resources for
each problem. The types of resources one will describe may be
rather comprehensive. Normally, the most important type is
staff.
Let us parameterize a solution plan for a problem P like
this:
(P, J,t,0).
J is a group of lawyers, t represents time-limitations and 0
other resources. The 0 is to act simply as a reminder of
important resources other than personnel.
There exist rules about the forming of solution plans.
Procedural law contains such rules. The solution plan
should obviously satisfy these. Further, a solution of one
problem might presuppose others to be solved - and also
possibly with specific results. These are often implicit
bindings. Sanctions are decided only when the question about
guilt is solved positively.
Solution plans will often be fragmental and contain plans
only for a few steps ahead. And further progress depends on
the results from the problems solved so far.
A solution plan may be regarded as an analogy to a very
high level computer program.
1.9.1 Composite problems
Problems that often occur in
the solution of problems may
simplifies the references to
instead of the whole list of

one and the same ordering during
be worth giving a name. It
the complex to use only the name
ordered partial problems.
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1.10 Possible use of the problem hierarchy as a practical
categorization
We can think of the problem-map as a map of legal sources
sorted on problems.

préparatoires

Directed branches here represent parts of a whole, with the
parts specified at the head.
It should be possible to use the problem-map in the law-making
phase. That will correspond to a kind of problem sketch. In
the beginning of the analysis, before the text is worked out,
vague problem characteristics may be the most important
characteristics of the problem. As the work proceeds, both the
factual conditions and the rule proposal at large may be
worked out in larger detail, although restructuring supposedly
takes place.
When using a consequent description in problem-maps, the
same problem must probably be repeated several times (in
various contexts). Since it is always preferable to reduce
redundancy in legal as well as in other texts, the problem-map
will be useful also when designing rule texts, especially with
respect to a proposal about references.
It is interesting to note that while problem-maps (or
problem sketches) are hierarchical, law texts etc. are mainly
linear (except for references, indexes, cross-references by
use of identical terms, etc).
One may assume that problem-sketches are used to some
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extent in all preparatory law work. When writing out the text,
a large degree of linearizing takes place. But when applying
the law one needs, at least for the thought, a problem
hierarchy in which to place the present problems.
If this hypothesis of mine about hierarchical ordering
in the analysis phase, linear ordering as source, and
hierarchical ordering again at the problem solving stage is
near correct, then there should be a recognition of its
usefulness in the classification of legal sources. Today this
is exhibited down to the act level in the Norwegian Statute
book's systematic register.

1

2 SPECIAL MODELS OF LEGAL PROBLEM SOLVING
In chapter 2 we shall introduce a notation for solution plansfor legal problems. First, an abstract notation for problems
is developed in paragraph 2.1, then the description of the
problem is specified with respect to legal sources and facts
in paragraph 2.2.

2.1 A general problem notation
The purpose of the notation is fourfold; it was originally
introduced to cover two of these. There is a need for a bridge
between the general model of legal problem solving and our
special model (underlying SMARN), and for a clear
demonstration of the limitations of SMARN.
Hopefully, the formalism is also useful when discussing
other language alternatives. As such, a discussion of the
formalism will in itself be of interest.
Often, one tries to make models for a small part of
legal decisions, that is, for specialized areas. When making
such models, one builds into them various assumptions. It
may therefore be desirable to establish a frame of reference
for the discussion of different models. Such a frame of
reference is developed below.
2.1.1 From a general to a special model of legal problem
solving
In chapter one we have discussed a general model of legal
problem-solving. And we are looking for an implementable
problem-solving model. May we perhaps implement the general
model? In that case we have solved our task. But,
unfortunately, the general model is far too little formalised
to be implementable. This applies both to the identification

of problems and the solution of identified problems.
Correspondingly, the problem-systematics and the solutiondescription are too little formalised.
Consequently, we need to establish a formal problem
solving model before it may be implemented. This formalisation
will take place in the areas of problem-systematics and
solution-description.
In this chapter we shall describe legal decisions solely in
terms of these two processes: the Identification and the
solution process.
Let us start with the formalisation of the solutiondescription. The development from a general (GPS) to a special
model of legal problem-solving (SPS ), will be described by
means of the two concepts problem-hierarchy and solution-pian
(PHS ). The chosen problem-systematics is in other words
hierarchic. And solutions will be described in a plan.
PHS is a restricted version of GPS. The problem-hierarchy
(see 1.7) is applied as a systematics for problems, while
solution-plans (see 1.9) are used as solution descriptions.
The solution-plans are assumed to be formalised in PHS,
although no assumptions are made about the character of the
formalism.
The steps of development will be
G P S -- >

PHS

--->

SPS

2.1.2 Problem - hierarchy and solution-plan
(1) Solving problems in PHS
We shall say that a basic problem, P, is any
problem from the problem-hierarchy that may be solved. This
requires that P=(x,F,R) is sufficiently specified, both with
respect to conditions for its presence and with respect to
solution-description when present.
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The solution of a legal problem which has a solution plan
is carried out by solving the parts of the problem according
to the order prescribed by the solution-plan. This takes place
for all the problems down to basic problems, which will be
found in the problem-hierarchy. It is assumed that the
solution-process does not modify the solution-plan.
The basic problems are then solved after a harmonization of
the occurring norm-expressions attached to the actual problem.
(2) Limitations in PHS
PHS is a restricted form of GPS. We assume that the problems
we will be asked to solve
are either found in the problemhierarchy or are defined by a solution-plan. PHS is mainly of
interest as a bridge between GPS and SPS, rather than as a
practical construction.
The interaction between the identification and solution of
problems, and the feed-back possibilities from GPS, are
stripped off PHS. This is a simplification. Generally, I will
characterize the step from GPS to PHS as limitations of
solution-descriptions for the decision-process.
2.1.3 Analogy between PHS

and programming

We may compare basic problems in the problem-hierarchy with a
high level instruction set for a computer.
If the legal sources, R, are collected, the problem, P,
may be solved by interpreting R and applying them on the
facts, F, of the problem.
Composite problems may be expressed by basic problems and
other composite problems. They are expressed by solutionplans. Forming solution-plans may be compared with high level
programming.
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2.1.4 A special model of legal problem solving
SPS is like PHS with the exception that SPS contains a
detailed description of the solution, L(P), for each problem,
P. The difference consists in that there may be several legal
sources for a basic problem in PHS, while there may be only
one in SPS, i.e. a norm.
The solution-process in PHS for each basic problem P=(x,F,R)
contains interpretation and harmonization of legal sources. In
SPS, we assume that harmonization has taken place, and
underlies the description of the solution for each problem.
A variety of legal sources for a basic problem are thereby
reduced to one source, making the problem-hierarchy
superfluous.
The step from PHS to SPS may beregarded as a
limitation
in the description ofbasic problems - that is to
say,
limitations on the norm-level.
For PHS and SPS, identification of problems and establishing
of solution-plans arenot described in the model.
The solution-plan may therefore no longer be modified
within the model as in GPS. The decision-process degenerates
and becomes identical to the solution-process.
GPS
PHS

H

H

H
Figure 2-1: The decision-processes in GPS and PHS.
SP is solution-plan, PH problem-hierarchy, DP decision-process
and IP identification-process.
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For GPS it is necessary to underline the dynamic aspect of
the decision-process. In the consequent, K, facts may be
characterized differently from the way they are in F. The
decison may also lead to a new legal source R', and thus
influence later decisions.
The same holds true for PHS. Here, the type-specification
for a given problem, problem-hierarchy and solution-plan
represent the relevant legal sources. The difference between
GPS and PHS consists mainly in the fact that the solution-plan
is defined outside the decision-process in PHS, and is
therefore static within the decision-process. And when a
problem is identified for a PHS-decision, it will not at a
later stage be reidentified, as may be the case in GPS.
SPS

1

Figure 2-2: The decision-process in SPS.
In SPS the decision-process is described in detail. The
legal sources get no contribution from the SPS solutionprocess .
SPS contains a description of the norms, so that to solve
a given problem one needs only to interpret the description
and apply it to facts.
In SPS one may solve only a finite number of problem-types.
These are the problems that have a solution-plan and are
defined in detail on a norm level. In the GPS and the PHS
models, however, one may describe the solution of an infinite
number of problem-types.
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2.1.5 Well-formed solution-plans
To finish the chain of different problem-models we shall
define well-formed solution-plans (WFS). WFS is a specific
SPS.
A well-formed solution-plan may consist of the following
elements and only these:
- the empty problem,
0,
- a basic problem,
n, (n is a well-formed rule)
The semantics take the form: when solving the problem, apply
rule n.
- a sequence of WFS's,
(PI, P2, ..... , Pi),
Semantics: When solving the problem, solve first PI, then
solve P2, etc.; finally, solve Pi.
- alternative WFS's,
[PI, P2....... . Pi],
Semantics: To solve the problem, solve exactly one of the
problems PI, .
Pi.
- repetitive WFS's.
*
P ,
*

Semantics: P

0

= (P,....,P), P

1

= (©), P = (P),
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2
P=(P,P).

- concurrent WFS's,
{PI, P2, ......

Pi},

Semantics: To solve the problem, solve each of the i
problems in parallel with no time restrictions.
- an arbitrary ordered subset of WFS's,
<P1, P2........

Pi > .

Semantics: To solve the problem, choose any subset of
problems from the set PI, .. Pi, order this resulting set in
an arbitrary manner, then solve the problems in sequence
according to this order. For example <P1,P2> is equal to
[£, PI, P2, (P1,P2), (P2,PI)].
WFS's may be named, for instance
P = (PI, P2, ___

Pn)

gives the name P to the sequence (PI, .. ,Pn).
It should here be noted that the possibility of naming
introduces problem definitions of the kind
P = ( ---

,

P,

••• ),

etc. What should this be taken to mean? Precisely that
when we solve a P-problem, then P itself is a partial problem.
A practical legal example is to establish the group of persons
who comprise the beneficiaries of a will. A sub-problem which
frequently arises is that one must establish which group
stands to benefit from the will of previously deceased
offspring, who may themselves have living successors, etc.
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These kinds of problems are called recursive.
2.1.6 Overview of the development of restrictions.
This overview reflects only problem-systematics and solutiondescription.
GPS

: (PS,SD)

PS = problem-systematics
SD = solution-description

PS --> PH
SD --> SP
PHS

: (PH,SP )
PH --> PH'

SPS

PH = problem-hierarchy
SP = solution-plan

one norm per basic problem

: (PH',SP )
|

SP --> SP'

formal solution-plan

(PH',SP' )
SP' --> SP''
|

basic problems into solutionplan, making problem-hierarchy
redundant

(0 , SP'' )
j
WFS

SP'' — > SP'''

well-formed solution plan

: (©,SP'")

2.2 Problem notation with specified facts and legal sources
In this chapter we shall introduce more specific kinds of
problems. This is necessary in order to describe a problemsolution in detail, since one needs a description of
facts and sources.
First, we shall describe norm-expressions, which are legal
sources.
2.2.1 Norms
I will not in this report define well-formed norm-expressions,
but only discuss in some detail some of the more central,
general aspects of norms.
Eckhoff and Sundby (Eckhoff:1975) regard it as useful to
describe legal systems in terms of two types of components.
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legal norms and activities. The legal activity we shall pay
most attention to is legal problem-solving.
Alf Ross (Ross:1953, p.278) writes: All legal norms can be
formulated: if x, then y.
The antecedent x specifies the conditions for the
application of the norm. If the condition x can be said to be
met, then the consequences in y shall follow.
In a particular case, x may either occur or not occur.
Consequently, the discussion concerning whether the conditions
are met has two possible outcomes; that is, the result of the
discussion is binary. Compare this, however, with Gert Fredrik
Malt's conception of probabilistic norms (Malt:1983).
The conditions in the antecedent may be composed of several
sub-conditions. As for conditions as a whole, partial
conditions may be said either to occur or not occur.
Principally, each partial condition may be represented by a
descriptive expression. The interpretation consists of
assigning each expression a value true or false.
Partial conditions are composed into a whole by means of
logical connectives: negation, conjunction and disjunction.
Implication, equivalence, exclusive or and other connectives
may be defined in terms of the basic operators.
The conditions may be expressed on legal relations, legal
positions, actions, events etc.
Norms are divided into deontic and qualificational norms
(Eckhoff:1975, p.66 and 84). This coincides with a partition
of normative expressions into imperatives and qualifications
(ibid, p. 84).
A deontic norm, n, may be described by four entitites
(0, H, P, B ),
where O is a deontic modality, H is an action description,
P is a reference to subjects influenced by the norm and B is a
condition. The deontic modality may be permission,
obligation,prohibition or exemption.
A deontic norm says that if conditions B occurs then P is
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permitted or obliged to do the action H, or prohibited or
exempted from doing it.
Let fl, ..., fn be n variables defined over domains dl,..,dn.
Let F = (fl,..,fn) be defined over dl x __ x dn. If fi is a
legal variable, D may be regarded as a legal state-space. If
each of the variables fi has been assigned a value, soalso
has the legal variable F. F is a legal state.
Mathematically speaking, norms map a legal state onto
another,
n: D — > D.
A conditional norm has the form
if B then (0,P,H).
An example from the Norwegian penal code §271: Severe fraud
is punished with a prison term of up to 6 years.
An unconditional norm has the form
if true then (0,P,H)
or equivalently (0,P,H).
A condition is a combination of criteria (atomic conditions)
that in a given situation may happen to occur. Depending on
which types of variable are used to describe facts,
different types of atomic conditions will be defined.
Conditions are defined by means of operators and operands
(partial conditions). As an example we may define well-formed
conditions on a propositional level like this:
An atomic condition is an entity that is not described as a
combination of other conditions and that has the value true or
false. An atomic condition is a well-formed condition. If a
and b are well-formed conditions, then
a and b.
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a or b,
not a, and
(a)
are all well-formed conditions. The boolean operators not,
and, or, have the corresponding priority. The parentheses have
superior priority as operators. Hence,
a or b and c, is not equivalent to

(a or b) and c

since when a is true and b and c are false, the former
condition is true, while the latter is not.
Action themes prescribe the actions that can, shall, ought
to .. take place if the condition of the norm is satisfied.
The action theme will comprise a very heteronomous bunch of
phenomena, such as delegation of power, how legal decisions
are to be carried out, how organisations are to be
established, sanctions, how valid acts are to be created, etc.
How powerful a formalism is, will to a large extent be
determined by how varied the action repertoire is, and how
powerful the action logic is.
By deontic modality one usually refers to permission,
obligation, prohibition and exemption. One may think of these
as deontic operators whose operands are actions. However,
there exist a lot of different permission, prohibition,
obligation and exemption concepts. Thus there is hardly
any conceptualisation which is commonly agreed upon.
We may exhibit some of the relationships between the four
concepts as follows, writing 0 for obligation, P for
permission, F for prohibition and E for exemption:
P = not F, E = not 0.
It follows that
F = not P , 0 = not E .
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One usually lets the deontic operators act on states or
actions. Let x be an arbitrary, well-defined action on which
not x is also well-defined. We may then write
Ox for x is obligatory and
Fx for x is forbidden.
If we write shall for 0 and shall not for F, we have:
obligatory: shall x
prohibition: shall not x
permission: not shall not x
exemption:
not shall x
Deontic logic contains inference rules for deontic
expressions. The various analyses of deontic modalities yield
various competing deontic logics, see e.g., (Hilpinen:1981),
(McCarty:1985 ), (Castaneda:1981) and others. Operative systems
should preferably use a logic which is paradox-free and with
inferences comparable to the results of human reasoning.
Qualification norms may be said to establish relations between
objects (x and y) in the form
x is qualified as y.
(Eckhoff:1975, p. 85)
Examples of different types of qualification norms may be
conceptual definitions and qualifications of legal positions.
Such a position may be "owner", for example.
An important group of qualification norms are those
concerning competence. A common feature of these norms is that
the competent agent has the power to declare norms directly,
thereby influencing the competent agent himself (autonomous)
or others (heteronomous competence).
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In a poweful norm formalism, it is necessary to have
constructions to express qualifications. These include
conceptual structures, qualification of positions, as well as
norms regarding competence. A fundamental work on competence,
and on legal concepts as a whole, is Hohfeld's, in which he
uses the four basic concepts competence, incompetence,
immunity and submission (Hohfeld: 1923). See also (Porn:1970).
2.2.2 Facts
A person's marital status, a person's age, the exercise of
due care and the reasonableness of a price, may all be
regarded as examples of facts. Let us imagine an atomic fact
as a semantic entity describing a phenomenon. The specific
occurrence of an atomic fact may take a certain value out of a
set of candidates. Such semantic entities we shall call
variables. The set of possible values is called the domain of
the variable.
At present, no more will be said about which types of
variables may be used. Sentence variables (where
"sentence value" is synonymus with a sentence (occurrence)),
phrase variables, (where a "phrase value" is synonymus with a
phrase occurrence), word variables, (where a "word value" is
synonymus with a word occurrence) are three possible types of
variables from natural language.
How rich a formalism is needed to describe facts, depends
on which variable types the formalism has, and to a large
extent on what variable structures it has. The structure is
important for getting efficient access to variables. This may
be achieved by grouping together facts that are associated, by
nesting variables so that, for instance, one may get partwhole relationships, by subordination and by use of multiple
variables. Appropriate naming is also a prerequisite.
To describe facts in a given problem domain certain fact types
and structures are needed. In choosing a representation, one
must ensure that it is powerful and efficient enough for the
purpose.
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An important aspect concerns how much semantics one wishes
to associate with the primitives and the structure. If one
operates with a part relation, it follows by its
transitivity property that if a partof b and b partof c
one may deduce a partof c.
If one operates with the taxonomy relation and it is given
that a speciesof b, then the properties that a has, are also
properties of b.
Such inference rules may be associated with the structure
primitives. And to administer these rules one needs an
inference mechanism.
The first question to be raised is whether one is to choose a
knowledge representation or a data representation of the
facts. To decide, one has to know how the facts will be used.
For reasoning with alternatives, one chooses knowledge
representation; for calculations involved in making plans one
chooses a data representation.
Another point concerns how many primitives we will have in our
data representation: time, events, situations, actions, roles,
sets, bags, records, sequences, arrays, etc. We will not
decide upon the type primitive question, only the structural
primitive question. And the goal is clear: the fewer the
better, and the more powerful the better.
It is neccesary to be able to associate variables (attributes)
together into records (objects) and give them names. This is
especially important if one needs a large number of
occurrences of equal objects. As primitives for multiple
occurrences one can think of bag, set, array, sequence, and
others. We shall choose sequence. It may be used to
implement both bag and array, but not set if one allows equal
object types in sequences.
Associated variables are also important if one requires
complex structured variable types. If one is to describe a
part relationship efficiently, one must be able to express
the idea that an object is a part of another, as, for
example, when we speak about the dynamo in a car.
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Records will be useful since the same part may occur in
various connections. And each part is declared only once.
The association of variables will be horizontal
(side-ordered variables) or vertical (subordination).
We shall now introduce a notation for the description of
structured variables, named well-formed variables. The purpose
is to establish a general framework for fact descriptions.The
name may sound strange. The reason for this is probably that
the idea of structured variables is not too frequently
encountered.
An atomic variable is a variable of one of the basic types. An
atomic variable, i, of the basic type integer is declared
integer i
in many programming languages. An atomic variable is a wellformed variable. In BNF (Backus-Naur Form) we may define an
atomic variable:
<atomic variable>::= variable cbasic type> <list of
variables>.
The line above is read: an element of the syntactic category
called "atomic variable" is defined as an element of the
syntactic category "basic type" followed by an element of the
syntactic category "list of variables".
Structured variables are of two kinds, records and sequences:
Records are declared in the form
variable (<recordtype> ) Clist of variables>
<recordtype> is a list of variables separated by
or " ".
If a and b are variables, then a,b shall mean that a and b are
equal in rank, while a b shall mean that a is superior to b.
variable (a,b) c is a declaration of a variable c,
consisting of an a and a b variable.
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Sequences are declared in the form
variable

<range> <<recordtype>> <list of variables>

where
<range>::= <lower limit>:<upper limit>/<length>/o
Here, / represents alternatives. In <<recordtype>> the
angle brackets have two different meanings. The inner pair
signals a syntactic category. The outer <,> are used to signal
sequences. (, ) are used for records. <length> is an integer
expression to indicate the length of the sequence. <lower
limit> and <upper limit> are integer expressions defining
lower and upper limit for the index of the sequence.
Structured variables are well-formed.
Since a visual presentation is often more compact and
easier to read than a strictly textual presentation, we shall
define a graphical syntax for well-formed variables:
a

=

I
a

(a)

a,b

a b

=

I
a

a
b

1
<a>
I
According to these rules
var ((mother,father)<child>)family
may be represented

I
b
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family

A simplified syntax is derived if, as a governing rule,
one does not draw the boxes and the loose ends, but only the
branches (possibly directed) between the atomic variables, as
is done on the right.
One may transform a representation in the simplifyed syntax to
the complete form by applying the following rules:

b

c

b

c

Corresponding rules are valid if we substitute a —
-- - b, a ♦-- b, etc. However,

r ai

r ai

LaJ

and

b with a

L aJ

are not expressible in the complete syntax. There is still a
problem to be solved concerning the number of boxes to be
drawn around variables. This is solved by a convention that
default is the least possible number of boxes. While any
additional box is represented in the simplified syntax as
well.

Example 1:
If a and b are variables then
(a,b), (a b), <a,b> and <a b>
are types of variables there may be declared variables by,
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e.g.
variable (a,b ) v ;

v

1--- T

M

Note that v is the variable
to be declared, not a sub
ordinate of (a,b).

Example 2: Arrays
variable 100<a> b; is a variable consisting of 100 a-elements,
named b.
variable n<a> b; has n a-elements.
variable m<n<a>> b is a two-dimensional variable of type a
with m rows and n columns.
variable m<<a>> b will have m rows and an undefined number of
entries for each row.

Example 3: Tree-structure
Suppose that we wish to describe information for a company
of brokers organised in separate bureaus, each having a
leader, a secretary and one or more brokers, and each having
cases with two parties to each case.
var <leader(secretaty,<broker<part1,part2> >)>bureau
now represents the whole structure:
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bureau
1

j- leader -|
secretary

OITOKfcîJL
i--- broker

|------

part2

parti
Here, a —

---j

b represents a 1-1 relation while a

represents a 1-n relation between a and b.

Example 4: Hierarchical structure
variable (rl (r2,r3 (r4,r5))r6) b may be visualized
--- rl --r2

r3
r4

r5

r6

variable (C<(C1,C2) C3>> b may be visualized g;
---- C --C2

Cl
C3

The mechanisms for declaring variables are not strong enough
to catch all kinds of hierarchies as structured variables
without using reference variables. The simplest example is the
following, expressed in simplified syntax:

L_
On the right, the conflicting requirement is stated in the
complete syntax.
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Example 5: Network
An example of a many-many relation with subordination:
variable (<leader> <member>) projects
visualized:
leader

I

member
An example of a many-many relation without subordination is:
variable (<buyer>,<seller>) market

1
buyer
I

i
seller
I
T

There may be different relationships between the seller and
the buyer represented, for instance by references.
2.2.3 Solution-plans in (F,R )-notation
In (F,R ), we may think of F as a fact structure (or variable
structure) and R as a legal source structure. R may refer to
and change values of the variables in F. (F,R) is an
association between a fact structure and a legal source
structure. This association constitutes the solution of a
problem. F also gives R's variable context.
In our attempt to automate the solution of legal problems,
we have now developed a well-formed solution-plan. This is
expressed by problem identifiers P, PI, P32, etc., structure
symbols in the form of parentheses (, [, <, { and the
repetition symbol *. It is now time to design
well-formed
solution-plans for problems described by facts and norms. For
no problems may be solved without details of facts and norms.
Would it now be correct to make substitutions of the form
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p

: : =

( F , R )

in well-formed solution-plans, WFS(P), to produce wellformed solution-plans for (F,R) specified problems, WFS(F,R)?
Yes, this would give us a class of languages capable of
solving problems. What these languages would look like would
vary according to which variable types and legal sources they
contained.
But since we say in 2.2.6 that the solution of (F,R),
L(F,R), shall operate only on F,
L(F,R) =R( F ),
then languages of the type WFS(F,R) would be very
cumbersome to use. This is especially the case with respect to
dependencies between problems. If, for instance, PI = (F1,R1)
and P2 = {F2,R2), and we have a problem P = (P1,P2) to solve,
then by substitution we have
P = ((F1,R1),(F2,R2)) and
L (P ) = (R1(F1),R2(F2) ).
If P2 depends on PI, this may only be expressed by letting
FI and F2 have common elements. Therefore, one must state, for
each problem, which facts it is to operate on. This could be
done as follows:
1) Global declarations (correspond to a definition of a
fact type) of all variables to be used,
2) Local specifications of all variables to be used
locally.
(Dijkstra :1976 p. 83) has proposed a reference model of
this sort. This is a neat solution, especially with respect to
verification.
We shall not use this mode of reference in the (F,R)
formalisms, but one corresponding to that used in Algol and
SIMULA.
In addition to substitutions like P ::= (F,R), substitutions
like P ::= R and R ::= (F,R) will be allowed.
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Thereby, one may introduce new problems without
introducing new variables (P
R). And one may use
structured legal sources (R ::= (F,R)).
Returning to the reference rules, let us introduce the
following rule: A legal source may refer to variables in the
same or outer parentheses. It may not refer to variables on
deeper parenthetical levels.
What motivates for such a rule of reference is, among
other considerations, that legal sources are closely related
to the facts they operate on, that one can more easily verify
that a solution is correct, that one may allow different uses
of names and elegantly resolve naming conflicts by applying
the rule of 'closest definition', and that fact types are not
introduced before they are needed.
Let us now summarize the syntax involved in the production of
WFS(F, R ):
WFS(P):

L ::= L,P/P/P*
P ::= 0/N/(L)/<L>/[L]/I/{L}/ I=P

In the syntax for well-formed solution-plans for P-specified
problems, L is a list
of problems,o is the empty problem, N
is a basic problem and I a problem
identifier.
WFV(F):

F ::= f/(T)/<T>/<range><T>
T ::= T,F/F/F F

<range> is defined in2.2.2. In the syntax for wellformed variables F is a structuredvariable and T is atuple
of variables.
WFR(R):

N ::= R

Together with WFS(P), this is the syntax for well-formed legal
sources.
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SR:

N ::= (T,L)/R

This is the syntax which permits the nesting of legal sources.

2.2.4 How to refer to variables
The purpose of naming phenomena is to refer to them.
For atomic variables, we are also interested in referring
to their values. If we are interested in assigning a value to
a variable, then we are primarily concerned with identifying
it. Otherwise, we are mainly interested in its value. In
programming languages, information as to whether a
reference to a variable identifies the variable or its value,
is usually carried implicitly.
y :=y+3;
is a valid statement in many languages, where the y on the
left-hand side of the assignment operator (:=) refers to the
variable y, while the right-hand side y refers to the value of
y. Thus the effect of the statement is to increase the value
of the variable y by 3.
On the basis of the variable structure already specified,
some modes of reference may be introduced. Further modes of
referring cannot be described until basic types have been
introduced.
A legal source refers to an atomic variable by its name.
If we want to speak about the age of a person, for instance,
age may be introduced as a variable.
If p is a reference to a person-record, containing among
other things a variable age, then 'p's age' shall be
understood as a reference to the age of p. We adopt SIMULA'S
notation p.age for this case.
If person is a reference to a sequence of persons, then
person(i) will be a reference to the i-th of these, i
being an integer, obviously.
If leader is a reference to a leader of a firm with
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several employed persons,
var (leader <einployed> )firm;
then
leader"employed( i )
shall be a reference to the I-th of these. a"b shall also be
read 'a's b', and is used to refer to a's subordinate variable
b. But isn't " superfluous? Couldn't we write a.b for that
case as well? No, not if we want to allow equal variable names
locally in different variables. If we have
var<a (b,c)>d;
var(b,e)a;
what then is d(i).a.b to mean?
2.2.5 Solving (F,R)-specified problems
We shall now discuss the solution of (F,R)-specified problems,
that is, problems in which the legal sources and factstructures are given. The solution of the
problem (F,R) may be designated by L(F,R). In general, we may
have
L(F,R) = (F', R '), or L : (F, R ) --> (F',R'),
where R'is not necessarily equal to R, nor F' to F. This means
that both the fact types and the legal sources may be changed
by decisions L.

2.2.6 Solutions shall not modify legal sources and
fact types
We restrict our discussion to the case in which
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L(F,R) = (F, R ),
that is, where the involved legal sources and fact types are
not amended during, or due to, the decision. Only the facts'
values may be changed. Therefore, we will also write
L(F,R) = R(F).
The reason for this is technical: in order to be able to
compile code it is necessary that the code is not
self-modifying. And we want to be able to compile our code.
2.2.7

Describing solution-processes in WFS(F,R)

We have defined well-formed solution-plans and variables.
Here, we shall describe the solution-process in some detail.
The evaluation rules are illustrated by the following
example. e(R) represents the evaluation of R, etc. If R =
(R1,R2) then e(R) = (e(R1),e(R2 )). The same holds true for
concurrence,, alternatives and arbitrary subset. If R = Rl*,
then e(R) = (e(Rl))*.
For (F,R), we have e (F ,R ) = (F,e(R)).
To a given basic problem, or legal source, R, there will
correspond a set of relevant facts,F. Assuming that for each
legal source we know the corresponding relevant facts of a
case, the solution cyclus for a problem P=(R,F), consists of
the following steps:
- interpret R,
- evaluate F,
- apply R to F.
In a prefix notation, we may write
L(F,R) = Apply(Interpret(R ), Evaluate(F))
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(1) Interpretation
We assume that the norms are harmonized. Therefore, we shall
comment on two issues only. The first is that the
interpretation leads to an "understanding" of which facts are
needed to apply the norm to the actual case. We may make a
distinction between input and output facts for a given norm.
Before the evaluaton of a norm, one needs to know the input
facts only, while output facts are the results of the
application of the norm.
Here we may mention the obvious point that the
interpreter of the norm must know where and how the facts are
to be supplied. The interpretation also leads to an
"understanding" of which operation to carry out.
(2) Evaluating facts
When interpreting a legal source, a kind of model of the
relevant facts is established or activated. This model must
get its values in the specific case. If a value of a fact is
found in the expected location, only an evaluation of it is
needed before the value is ready for use. (Here, proofprocedure and reliability-evaluation come into play in the
traditional legal systems). But if the fact is not found, it
must first be supplied before it can be evaluated.
Graphically, the evaluation of facts may be described:
Legal source
interpret
legal source
-->

Fact structure
==>

understanding
of operations to
be carried out

Reality

establish/activate fact
model
1
supply and
evaluate values
in fact model

«—

supply and
evaluate values

Figure 2-3: Interpreting legal sources and evaluating
facts.
a ===> b represents a has the effect b. a -- >
a is a prerequisite for b

b represents
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2.2.8 An example of a language
Let us now introduce a language in order just to
illustrate some of WFS(F,R)'s possibilities. Let us operate
with the basic types integer, boolean and reference for
variables; and let us suppose we want to use the following
types of legal sources:
if B then PI else
V:=E

P2

while B do P

(if-statement)
(assignment statement)
(while statement)

B is a boolean expression, V a variable and E an expression.
How can we use WFS(F,R) to implement such a language?
We know that the if-statement is a kind of alternative
statement and that the while statement is a repetition
statement. Let us therefore check whether the if and while
statements may be expressed as interpretations of the WFS(F,R)
constructions.
But first a more complete version of the grammar, leaving
the expressions B and E and the variables undefined:
R
C
S
W
X

::=
::=
::=
::=
::=

C/S/W
if B then X else P
V:=E
while B do P
S/W

Let B have boolean operators to combine boolean
expressions and comparators to compare, respectively,
arithmetic expressions and reference expressions. Let E be
arithmetic, boolean or reference expressions.
Alternatives can, indeed, be used to implement if-then-else.
Before we give the details, we shall introduce a specified
alternative notation:
LTR[B1 -> XI, B2 -> X2, .. , Bn -> Xn].
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Here, B1 -> XI shall mean if B1 then XI. LTR (left to right)
means that the B's are tested from left to right.
The first, and only the first, condition found true will be
selected, the effect being that the corresponding rule is
activated. No error occurs if no B's are found true.
[B1 -> XI, ... , Bn -> Xn]
corresponds to Dijkstras non-deterministic if-construction
(Dijkstra: 1976, p.33), except that a fault situation does not
occur if no B's are found true. But note that the definiton of
alternative is a special case of the (F,R) notation's
alternative construct. The if-then-else statement may now be
implemented by
LTR[ ...].
if B then X else P = LTR[B -> X,
= LTR'[B ->

not B -> P],
X, P] .

In the last alternative, LTR is modified in such a way that if
the last condition is met, which can be true only if allthe
previous conditions were false, it is asserted to
be true, and
can therefore be omitted.
So by replacing C by C'
C' ::= B -> X
and interpreting [,] as
LTR'[,], we have introduced
if-then-else as a specific form of alternative construct.
while B do P
may be implemented by
((LTR'[B -> p, goto out])* ,out:).
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So by replacing W by W',
W ' ::= goto I,
interpreting [,] as

LTR'[,]

and introducing labels

D ::= I:/Dl:,
and replacing R by R', where
R' ::= DC'/DS/DW'/C'/S/W',
one has implemented the while statement in WFS(F,R).
A program example:
Let us say there are a hundred persons in a register. We would
like to find the average age for the ones who are married. For
this task we need to know if a person is married and his age.
If we assume var integer age and var boolean married, then we
may declare structured var 1:100<age,married>person
There is also a need for var integer sum,no,ave,i to tell
the sum of ages, number of married, average age and number
processed.
Our simple program will then be:
(var integer sum,no,ave,i,
(var integer age, var boolean married,
var 1:lOCKage,married>person,
i:=l, while i < 100 do
if person(i).married then
(sum:=sum+age,i:=i + l,no:=no+l)
if no > 0 then ave:=sum/no))
2.2.9 SIMULA in (F,R)-notation
Let us now try to describe a programming language in the
( F,R)-notation. Let us take a look at SIMULA. The review is
intended merely to illustrate more specific interpretations of
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a (F,R)-notation.
(1) Basic types
SIMULA'S basic types are boolean, integer, real, longinteger,
longreal, character, text and reference. In addition SIMULA
has a data-structure primitive, namely array. An integer array
i with 100 elements is declared integer array i(1:100) with
similar meaning to var 1:100<integer>i in well-formed variable
notation. A syntactically correct SIMULA program will have
variable declarations transformable into well-formed
variables.
(2) Sequence of imperatives
Statement sequences are made in SIMULA by putting statements
after each other, separated by semi-colons.
stl;st2; ... ;stn
is an implementation of
(stl,st2, ... , stn)
where the st's are statements. The word rule is used for
statements in the (F,R) notation.
(3) Alternatives
For the if-then-else construct, see 2.2.8.
Similarly,
switch 1 :*11,I2,s(m);
switch s:= sl,s2;
goto 1(i);
may be implemented by
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LTR[i = 1 -> goto 11, i = 2 -> goto 12, i = 3 ->
LTR[m=l -> goto si, m=2 -> goto s2]].
(4) Iteration
I shall next illustrate some of the iteration possibilities in
SIMULA.
Example 1:
for i:=l step s until u do st;
may be implemented by
(i:=1,(LTR'[i < u -> st, goto out]) ,out:).
Example 2:
For the while statement, see 2.2.8.
Example 3:
for i:=e while b do st;
may be implemented by
(i:=e;(LTR'[b -> st, goto out]) ,out:).
(5 ) Block
SIMULA has three implementations of problems, P. There are
blocks, procedures and classes, respectively. A block may
contain declarations (of variables, procedures, classes, etc.)
and statements.
Let T = Tg U Tl. U here means union. Tg are textually
surrounding, or global, declarations of variables, procedures,
classes, arrays, labels and switches. In SIMULA global
variables may be referred to directly. Tl is a local
declaration of variables, procedures, classes, etc.
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(T,L) = (Tg U Tl, L)
is implemented
begin
decl Tl;
L;
end;

(decl Tl is an abbreviation for
declarations of variables FI).

The context of the block, i.e. the environment L will be
evaluated in, is Tg. By interpreting (T,L) as above, one may
implement blocks. In "An essay of the notion: The scope of
variables" (Dijkstra:1976, p.79-93) proposes the use of
specifiers for blocks: this could be an improvement for
several reasons, among these ease of verification.
In SIMULA the following substitution is allowed:
R ::= (T,L).
R is a legal source. This means that wherever R may occur in a
SIMULA program, one may create another SIMULA program by
substituting R with a block (T ,L ).
If
begin integer a;a :=25; R1;end;
is declared and R1 is
begin integer b;b:=25;a :=a*b;end;
then
begin
integer a;
a:=25;
begin
integer b;
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b:=25;
a:=a*b;
end; end;
is a syntactically correct program, since the two parts above
are correct and the second part has been substituted for Rl.
(6) Procedure
Let T = Tg U Tp. Tg are global declarations and Tp formal
parameters. For SIMULA, we need an implementation of (x,T,L)
where
(x,T,L ) = procedure x(T p ); spec Tp;L ;
spec Tp refers to a specification of the formal parameters
required by SIMULA. When x is executed, it will take place in
the environment (Tg U T a ), where Ta are the actual parameters
for Tp, defined in the call
x(Ta);
SIMULA allows constants, variables, expressions, arrays,
labels, switches and procedures as parameters to procedures.
These are transferred in three different ways, by name, by
value or by reference. In call-by-value, the actual parameter
is evaluated and stored in a local variable that the formal
parameter refers to.
For call-by-reference, a local copy of the reference
variable is established. This is initiated to the actual
parameter by the call. As a result, the formal and actual
parameters point to the same object immediately after the
call. Arrays, procedures, labels and switches are transferred
by reference, if nothing else is specified.
Call-by-name represents a textual substitution
(replacement) of formal parameters with actual parameters.
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(7) Class
Let T = Tg U Tp. In SIMULA one may declare a class of objects
which may contain both variables and statements.
class x(Tp );spec Tp;L;
declares a class x, with formal parameters Tp and body L. The
class above will be regarded as
an implementation of

<(x,T,L )>.
Syntactically, this looks like a (variable) sequence of
procedures (x,T,L) with formal parameters Tp and body L. And,
in fact, there is little wrong with such an interpretation.
A class's attributes consist of formal parameters,
entities declared in what is called the virtual part and
declarations on the outermost block-level of the class.
In SIMULA one refers to attributes by expressions of the
form
xl.a,
where xl is a reference to an object, say of the class
x,
and a is one of its attributes. If such a reference to
an
object exists, one may thus change attributes' values if they
are variables or arrays, or call the evaluation of procedure
attributes.
Classes may only have variables and arrays as formal
parameters. Classes may not contain declarations of classes.
<(x,T,L)>, where T contains <(y,T2,L2)>, is consequently not
allowed in SIMULA.
(8) Subclass
Let a be a class-name.
<a (x,T,L)>
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may be interpreted
a class x(Tp);spec Tp;L;
We have hereby imitated SIMULA'S way of declaring subclasses,
x is a subclass of a.
(9) Some speculations about variable subordinations for
variables, classes and procedures.
For the sake of curiosity, let us consider various ways of
interpreting variable subordinations. Obviously, this is also
applicable to SIMULA. The constructs are not implemented in
SIMULA, however.
Example 1:
T1 (x,T,L )
may be interpreted as a complex-type procedure:
var FI procedure x .. .;
Correspondingly for T1 T2 (x,T,L):
var (T1 T2) procedure x...;

Example 2:
(x,T,L ) T1
may be interpreted as subordinated variables T1 to the
procedure x. For example, T1 could be referable as long as x
is. Thus T1 may be referable after x is evaluated.
Example 3:
T1 <(x ,T ,L )>
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could be implemented as a form of type-class
var T1 class x ... ;

The meaning here could be that results from the evaluation of
objects of the class x are stored in Tl.
Example 4:
<T1 (x,T,L)>
would be analogous, but with one variable for each object
instead of one for all. Retaining a notation analogous to
that for subclasses, <T1 (x,T,L)> should be read
var Tl class x ...;
in conflict with example 3. This can be resolved by inspecting
Tl's type, variable or class.
In this way, one may speculate rather freely on combinations
of variables, classes and procedures. But hopefully, the above
is sufficient to illustrate an interesting aspect of the
notion introduced , namely the idea-generative aspect.
(10) Record
There are no constructions in SIMULA corresponding to what we
call a record:
(f1, f2..... fn).
The closest will be a class that may have only one occurence
and where the class's only contents are attributes on the
outermost level. Therefore, there is no natural interpretation
of (fl, ... ,fn) in SIMULA.
There are reasons, however, for introducing a record
concept. The most important one is simplicity of

declaration of static variable structures. Various statements
could be defined for complex variables, etc.
(11) Rules of substitution for SIMULA
As has been indicated, there are three especially important
rules for substitutions in SIMULA. These are
1)

R::= (T,L),

(blocks)

2)

F

(procedures)

3)

F::= <(x,T,L)>.

(x ,T ,L ) and

(classes)

3 follows from 2 and the structured variable rule, saying
that if F is a well-formed variable, then <F> is also a wellformed variable. (I am stretching the variable concept rather
far here. In ordinary jargon it should speak of declarations
instead of procedure variables. But since I like the idea of
procedure variables, which is not my own, I let this
unorthodoxy stand).
2.2.10 Operations on structured variables
Sometimes it is useful to describe transformations on variable
structures. Here I will just mention three of the more
important operations:
(1)

Exclusive choice

If vl,v2, ..., vm are variables, then the exclusive choice of
one of them is also a variable.
(2 )

Selection of a record

If <v> is a sequence of v-records, then the selection of one
of these would give us a specific record in the sequence.
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(3)

Projection of a sequence

If <v> is a sequence of v-records, then a projection of each
record gives us a sequence of projected variables v.

3 DESCRIPTION OF A SPECIAL MODEL FOR LEGAL PROBLEM SOLVING,
SMARN1

So far, a general model of legal problem-solving has been
described (in chapter 1), and an abstract formal notation for
solutions of problems has been introduced (in chapter 2).
Therefore, the time is ripe to start the discussion of the
specific design steps taken in SMARN. SMARN1 refers to the
original version, which reflects the syntax described in
working document SI (Hansen 1982).
SMARN2 refers to the version designed to give a
satisfactory description of the solution of our first
practical problem, a class of problems concerning inheritance.

3.1 Norm-theoretic elements in SMARN
We assume in SMARN1 that the subject reference is given by the
problem. Therefore, we consider the action theme and
the deontic modality only.
3.1.1 Rules and guidelines
Norms may be separated into two exhaustive groups, rules and
guidelines. While consequences follow immediately when a
condition in a rule is satisfied, this is not the case for
guidelines. The guidelines are attached to weighings. For
these it is typical that no one factor alone may determine the
result. On the contrary, one has to weigh the different
relevant factors against each other before the result may be
determined.
Typical guidelines concern which factors are relevant in a
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weighing, in what direction the factors pull and which weights
they are to be given. Judgements concerning relevant factors
and weighings may be particularly discretionary, and thus
leave open the nature of the result.

3.1.2 Norm structure
There are a number of different structures holding between
norms. Different norms may refer to the same word. Such common
words may, for example, be established by legal definitions or
by what are called weighing markers. These are words
signalling that a discretionary decision is to be made. The
names of legal relations or positions may occur in the
consequent of qualification norms or in the antecedent of
deontic norms. Eckhoff and Sundby designate as static such
structures as those mentioned above.
They partition dynamic structures into genetic and
operative connections. Genetic connections are connections
between a norm and the norm that granted the competence
required for its generation.
We will not introduce genetic connections into our models
(in contrast to what is planned in LEGOL).
By operative connections Eckhoff and Sundby mean that
succesive stages in a series of events are regulated so that
the norm(s) which may be applied in one stage is/are decisive
in regard to which norm(s) may come into action in the next
stage.
We shall certainly take care of operative connections in
SMARN.

3.2

SMARN1 limitations

In SMARN1 it is assumed that legal problems may be solved
hierarchically. This is a reasonable assumption if the same
problem is not solved several times in the same case. This
restriction is removed in SMARN2. Here, we may operate with a
recursive problem structure.
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The concept of solution is used with different
meanings. Here, I shall take the opportunity of
mentioning three different meanings: In the sense
of a solution-prescription expressed by normexpressions; in the sense of a solutionprocess; and, finally, in the sense of the
result of a problem.
3.3 Facts
Thus far, our model of a legal problem looks like this:
P
where x
for the
imagine
The
list of

= (x ,T ,L ),
is a problem-denotation, T are the relevant fact-types
problem and L is a sequence of norms (cf. 2.2.3). We
that the solution of P is described in a norm-segment.
fact-model needs some elaboration. In SMARN1 T is a
types of fact.

T = FI,F2, .. ,Fm.
Each fact represents a type of action, event, situation,
property of a legal object, legal connection, or several of
these. In the last case, for instance, we may imagine that
several facts represent an action.
This fact-model is poorer in structure than the wellformed variables described in chapter 2. Neither the record,
nor the sequence concepts are implemented. But facts collected
in one scheme will correspond to some degree to the record
concept.
"Facts" will here be used in the sense of
"legal facts" when they may not be regarded as
general facts. "Legal facts are the facts that
immediately bring a rule to act".
(Bratholm:p .329 ). Proof facts will not be
considered in SMARN. We restrict the use of
the model to problems where the legal facts
are quantifiable.
At the outset, we assume that the fact-types are represented
by a descriptive expression. As an example:
Dx25 = the client's age is 25 years

To model ages from 0 to 110 we need 111 fact-types. This is
very tedious, so we shall allow the expressions to contain
variables. Our expression may be restated as
The client's age is x years,
where x is a variable having as its domain the integers
between 0 and 110.
In a specific case the actual value for x may be 25. It
will generally be the case that the variables referred to in
expressions for fact-types have their values set (to
constants) in particular instances.
What is it in the first casethat may be quantified?
Obviously, the situation is that for
DxO, ..., DxllO
only one of the expressions may be true. The truth-value is
the value the expressions are there assigned. This could
be represented as a variable for the fact as follows:
Dx25 = it is x that the
x

client's age is 25

years.

is a variable with domain true and false.

In SMARN, four basic types of variables are used: real,
integer, boolean and text. An example of a text may be names:
Dxl = The client's name is x.
In a particular case x may be Peter Smith.
We may sum up by saying that each fact-type, (Dxj,Fxj ), is
represented by a descriptive expression and an associated
variable, Fxj. This will have its value assigned in any
specific case.
The descriptions will not be an integral part of SMARN,
but may be included in the comments to programs.
There are severe limitations in
lack an advanced representation
hierarchies or semantical nets.
represent one fact as a species

the way we represent facts: We
of concepts, as conceptual
Consequently, we are unable to
of another, e.g. that a carrot
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is a vegetable. This is often useful, but the restriction fits
a "schema as input"-delimitation which the project has
adopted.
Within the AI field, there is a good deal of work on
conceptual hierarchies. McCarty, among others, has done very
promising work relating to legal applications.
SMARN1 lacks tools for expressing complicated connections.
If we wanted to model the fact that A owes B S10, we would
have to establish the fact-type (D,F) = A owe B x S, where x
is a variable and A and B unknown constants. A and B are
thought of as references to two specific persons in the case.
But what if we needed to represent an owing-relation for a
group, in order to solve a problem? What should we do then? It
is not possible to make A and B variables since we allow only
one variable in each expression. One solution would be to
introduce persons C and D, etc, and corresponding fact-types.
But this would soon prove to be an impractical solution. In
4.8 we shall return to the discussion of mechanisms for
handling relations.
There are many fact-models capable of handling complex
relations. Relational databases (Date:1981), deep-structural
models (Nijssen:1981 ), the entity-relationship model
(Chen:1979) and semantical networks are implementations of
some of these.
Fuzzy logic may be an alternative to propositional logic
for describing facts. For some facts, it is obviously more
appropriate to say that they occur to some degree in a case
(which is easily expressible by means of fuzzy sets) than to
say that they either occur or do not occur.
It would complicate the project to use fuzzy logic. Few
programming languages support it, while propositional logic is
extensively employed.
Before leaving the discussion about the representation of
facts, I want to stress that up till now the fact-model has
been described only for a partial problem. If we consider the
fact-model for the superior problem together with its partial
problem, the fact-model is definitely more powerful.
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3.3.1 Variable declarations
(1) Case, norm, temporary, accum and result variables
case <type>, norm <type>, temporary <type>, accum <type> and
result <type> are the different variable specifications in
SMARN. These give the information the preprocessor needs for
the secondary storage specifications it must generate.
case-variables are case-specific, norm-variables normspecific (variables associated to norms), temporary variables
exist only during calculations, accum-variables are used to
accumulate values for statistical calculations for several
problems and enable the end-user to refer to their value,
while the result-specification is used to signal storing after
the execution of programs has finished.
accum-variables may only be declared globally.
case, norm, and result variables must have a
specification of their length, for example
case real r(5,2);
case Integer i(6 );
case text t(8 );
This information is used for formatting on external storage
and VDU, for example
case boolean x;
is now a definition of a case-specific, boolean variable x.
(2) Stochastic consequent
Some rules allow persons to choose between a set of action
alternatives. SMARN has a way of handling this for statistical
purposes. We introduce a concept of stochastic consequence. It
involves nothing more than associating an expression of
relative frequency with each of the different alternatives.
A stochastic consequent has the syntax
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<stochastic consequent declaration> ::= stoc <name> = <sa
list>
<sa list> ::= <sa> / <sa>,<sa list>
<sa>

::= (K,<arithmetic expression?)

K is a consequent.
Example:
Let a, b and c be consequents and il, i2 and i3 relative
frequencies for a, b and c. We may declare a stochastic
consequent
stoc x = (a,il),(b,i2),(c,±3);
A stochastic consequent may be activated from a statement list
as in
if d then x;
Here, x will be evaluated if d holds true, the effect being
that a, b and c will be evaluated, one after the other.
(3) Punk specification
Each fact (factor for example) for which one wishes,
interchangably, either to give a value as input or to have a
type-procedure to calculate, must be specified as a punk
variable. Punk is an abbreviation for probably unknown value.
A punk variable x, is specified
punk x;

I 4) Population size
A user may do calculations for various population sizes set by
himself. For each case he may set a size. POP = 1000 defines a
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population of size 1000, for instance.
If one uses stochastical consequents on different levels,
one must operate with actual population size. If citizens may
choose between alternatives a (20%), b (30%) and c (50%), then
the actual population in a is 200, in b 300 and in c 500.
Further, if there is, in c, a stochastic consequent with
alternatives x (10%), y (10%) and z (60%), then the actual
population in x and y is 50, while in z it is 300.
One may refer to the population sizes via SMARN variables
named
pop - total population, and
cpop - current population. Consequently, these variable names
may not be declared in a SMARN program.

3.4 Rules
We shall describe a form in which to represent a norm, R,
which is more compact than the simple if-then form:
R ::= K /
if B then K /
if B then K else A
A ::= K / R
B is a condition, K a consequent and A an alternative
consequent.
A norm will be regarded as a solution-prescription for a
problem in our system. This is the only function we will aim
to capture by means of norms. That this is a limitation should
be rather obvious, bearing in mind the effect of norms on the
citizens' behaviour. Imagine that the problem we face is to
predict the economic effect of a planned act on a population.
At theoutset, we may assumethat
thedifferent
norms
influence the various persons'behaviourdifferently. This can
be reflected only by a change of behaviour parameters, since
we do not aim at developing mechanisms for the description of
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dependence between norms and behaviour.
3.4.1 Operational norm
We may define an operational norm as a norm for expressing an
operational connection. An operational norm might be expressed
in the form
<apply statement> ::= apply <apply rule>
An <apply rule> is a rule where the consequent is just a
number, referring to a given weighing function.
It seems that such norms more often occur in the more specific
form:
This <section> contain <x-problems>,
where, immediately after, the <section> follows. Rewritten,
this reads
apply if <x-problem> then y;
»y»
Here the norm may be regarded as a port to y. But a jump, so
to speak, is most probably rare:
apply if b then n;
n:

" the n- regulation".

This is the reference form, e.g. "Cf. section 8.2", etc.
These references may be made operational by prescribing
analogous solutions.
To form an explicit description of a solution of a
problem, the operational structure must be described
explicitly. This may be done in two ways: Either by
extending the conditions for describing operational
requirements, or by putting operational information into the
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consequents. 1 will propose the latter solution as a standard,
because the first one will lead to very complex antecedents in
deeply nested norm-structures.
3.4.2 Conditions
The conditions, B, in a norm define the circumstances under
which the norm may be applied. The conditions may be expressed
by the variables.
The client's age > 17 years
is an example of a condition. If x represents the client's
age, the condition may be expressed
x > 17.
Conditions may be expressed in different logics. Two or
multivalued, Boolean, first order, second order logics and
others.
Conditions in SMARN1
decision is not a matter
solution, since <Boolean
in the language SMARN is

will build upon Boolean logic. This
of principle, but a practical
expressions) is handled efficiently
to be installed in, SIMULA.

A condition is a descriptive expression that may be assigned
the value false or true. An atomic condition is a condition
that is not described by a combination of partial conditions.
Partial conditions may be constructed using the logical
operators and, or and not.
Comparators may be used to establish atomic conditions.
These may be used with real numbers, integers and texts. The
operands may be arithmetical expressions, variables or
constants.
<, £, =, <>, >. and > are the 6 standard comparators for
arithmetical expressions.
x+y > 100 000
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for example, is a condition where x and y are two variables
that together with the plus sign form an arithmetical
expression. The condition requires that the value of this
expression shall be larger than 100 000.
Arithmetical expressions may have the operators +, -, *,
/, // and **, the last three representing division, integer
division and exponentiation. The operands are partial
expressions, variables or constants.
3.4.3 Consequents
(1) Only actions are handled by SMARN
We have parameterized consequents
(0, H, P ),
where 0 is a deontic operator, H an action and P the subjects
of the action. Neither deontic operators nor subjects will
be handled explicitly in SMARN1. But the subject a given
problem is solved for will be represented.
It will be interesting, in later versions, to return to
these restrictions and possibly introduce such primitives.
A consequent will be expressed
K ::= <statement>/
(cf. SIMULA common base)
<apply statement>/
<normblock call>/
<stochastic consequent)
(2) Implementation
The consequents we shall model may contain
the introduction of operationally new facts. This is
achieved by declaring new fact-variables, x, y, z in norm
blocks.
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- change of fact-values for fact-variables, e.g. legal
positions. (This obviously only applies to conventional facts,
not to brute facts). This point may be viewed as a special
case of the next. Changes in values will be expressed by
statements. x:=123+y, shall mean that the variable x is
assigned the value of the expression on the right side of the
assignment sign, :=, the value being 123 plus the value of y.
- a reference to the further problems that further have to
be solved if the consequent is to be realised. This is a
reference to a norm-segment that represents the solutions of
the actual problems. The references are made by means of a
sentence, such as apply S, where S is the name of a norm
segment.
(3) Actions and permissions
Actions may be very different from one another. This is true,
for instance, with respect to the time aspect of actions. Some
actions have immediate consequences when a decision is made,
for example in the case of decisions or changes occurring in
legal relations or positions. For example an entitlement might
be granted immediately according to the decision. Such
decisions may be handled by SMARN.
Other decisions prescribe an action which is to take place
in the future, at a more specific point of time, for instance,
or on more specific conditions. This kind of application needs
a real-time-mechanism if it is to be implemented. What SMARN
is not intended to include.
Consequences follow when the conditions of a rule are
satisfied.
We will differentiate between actions on two levels: for
decision-makers and for the clients. To say that something is
permitted for the computer requires a mechanism for making
choices regarding when a permission is to be used and when
not.
In SMARN1 a permission for a client is described
as a choice of action. This means that if the client has an
opportunity to choose between alternatives, probabilities will
be attached to each alternative, reflecting the client's
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choices. This should be done on the basis of expectations or
statistics.
Since SMARNl is a simulation model, this approach is
satisfactory. The same is not true for the case of decisionautomata. There, a permission for a client must be respected
by forcing further decisions building on the clients choice to
wait till his choice is reported. SMARN2, therefore, has
a mechanism which express merely that something is permitted
for a client.
3.4.4 Rule declaration
Rules may be declared in SMARN.
The syntax of a rule declaration is
<rule declaration»::=
rule <name> = R
Conditions may contain calls for weighing, or calculations of
internal facts (by type norm-blocks).
3.4.5 Rule call
<identifier> for a rule in a statement list shall be
interpreted as a call. Rules may be called in a block and from
else-branches in if-statements.

3.5

Norm-segment and norm-blocks

3.5.1 Norm-segment
We shall introduce the concept of a norm-segment meaning
thereby a textual contiguous section of norm-descriptions.
This text section corresponds to the description of norms for
solving a problem P. If P = (x,T,L), the norm-segment will
consist of a prepared version of the legal sources, L, where L
is a sequence of problems and a list of unstructured facts T.

We also assume that norms are applied sequentially within
the segment, if norms do not explicitly state the control of
flow, by giving another norm to
be applied next.
The norm-segment concept is central in SMARN1 and
2. It
is based on the hypothesis that norm-descriptions are
often
arranged in order of application in mass administration
cases. But, strictly, the concept presupposes only that norms
may be arranged in the sequence in which they will be applied.
It does not presuppose that this is done in acts and
regulations, etc. Consequently, the hypothesis is that such
sequences exist, at least in the sense of time-sequence at
the time of application.
From 2.2.3 we know that partial solutions may be named down to
the norm level. Solution-descriptions may be explicit or occur
as references to explicit solution-descriptions. We shall
refer to sequences of norms by name. A name of a normsequence, that is the norm-segment, may therefore be used for
reference. When solving a problem, in a segment, it may be
specified that another segment is to be activated for the
solution of a partial problem.
3.5.2 Norm-block
A norm-block is an implementation of a norm-segment. It may be
named and contains declarations of fact-variables,
corresponding to the introduction of new concepts in the normsegment. Further, it may contain declarations of weighings and
a sequence of rules.
A named block may be represented
x
P = (x, T, L )

x is the name of the block. T are the declarations of the factvariables and L is a sequence of rules. The order in T is
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arbitrary. But in L it is related to the sequence in which
the norm-models are executed.
We operate in SMARN1 with three kinds of blocks. One type
to solve problems that concern the choice of weighing function
(weight norm-block), one type that may assign values to factvariables (fact norm-block), and a type-free block type.
3.5.3 Norm-block declarations
All facts registered in one norm-block are collected in one
schema.
We have three types of norm-blocks: Type-free, type or weight
norm-blocks. A type norm-block (function norm-block) assigns a
value to a result-variable for the block (Syntax, see SI
10.1.1). A type norm-block is used to evaluate the values of
an internal fact, which is a result of a legal decision
process, while a weight norm-block decides which of a set of
weight-functions is to be applied when weighting a factor.
The type-free norm-block is used to solve general legal
problems.
In the definition of norm-blocks reference is made to the
definition of Cunlabelled block> from the Algol report 4.1.1
(Naur: p. 23).
(1) Named, type-free norm-block
A named type-free norm-block has syntax
<named typefree normblock>::=
normblock <identifier>;
<unlabelled block>
Declarations in the block (SI 10.1.2) may contain rules and
weighing declarations, and declarations of fact-variables, as
well as SIMULA-declarations of variables, procedures, classes,
etc. Body in the norm-block (SI 10.1.5 and SI9) contains a
statement list.
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(2) Nameless, type-free norm-block
A nameless, type-free norm-block has the same syntax and
semantics as a named, type-free norm-block. Except, obviously,
for the heading
normblock cidentifier>;
The syntax is then
<typefree normblock>::=<unlabelled block>

(3) Type norm-block
A type norm-block calculates the value of an internal fact (SI
10.3). The types are boolean, integer, real, text, character
and define the result-variable's type.
<type normblock>::=
<type> normblock <identifier>;
<unlabelled block>
is the syntax of the type norm-block. In the body of the block
there should be an assignment statement.
<variable>:=<expression>;
where the variable is the block name.
(4 ) Weight norm-block
A weight norm-block defines which weight-function is to be
applied to determine a specific factor's influence in a
weighing. The syntax is
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<weight normblock>::=
weight normblock <identifier>;
<unlabelled block>
In the norm-block there must be an apply-statement.
3.5.4 Norm-block calls
Here, we shall discuss the calls according to the norm-block's
type.
(1) Type-free norm-blocks
Type-free, unnamed norm-blocks are very similar to SIMULAblocks, and cannot be called. If a type-free block is named,
it may be called from a statement position. An unnamed block
may also be placed in a statement list, where SMARN-statements
may be located.
(2) Type norm-blocks
Type calls may be located in type-expressions and in weighings
by def <normblock identifier).
(3) Weight norm-block
Weight norm-blocks are called only when evaluating weighings.
For any factor this is done by the block specified
fune Cnormblock identifier).

3.6 Weighing
The guidelines describing a weighing are to be grouped
together in a set of norms.
We shall make no assumptions about the sequence in which
the guidelines are applied within the same set of norms for a
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weighing. We assume only that from the moment a weighing is
started, and until it is finished, only guidelines attached
to the specific weighing are used.
The construction of a reasonably good weighing model, even for
only simple cases, is one of the greatest challenges of the
project. We have acquired some knowledge of the problem
through the SARA project (Hansen: 1981a) and the preparatory
project for SMARN (Hansen:1981b).
The original weighing-model was as follows: Weighings were
described partly by a set of factors.Some pull in the
positive direction, some in the negative. It is assumed that
one may find factors which are such that the weight of each
factor is relatively constant from one case to another. It is
also assumed that any factor either occurs, does not occur or
is irrelevant in any particular case. At the outset, this
model - called the weight-number rule (Eckhoff:1975, p. 150)
- was planned to be used as a weighing model.
Both in the SARA report and in SMARN's preliminary report,
there is argued that a more general model should be used to
model weighings. The main reason is that the assumption about
finding factors with constant weights is dubious. It is
possible to use the model, but with a largely reduced
efficiency. For, if a proposed factor
implies stronglyvarying
weights from case to case, several factors have to be
introduced to substitute it in order to retain the assumption
of constant weights.
This criticism led to a more general model. Exercising a
discretionary decision was here described by means of a
weighing and a process measuring out the consequents. The
weighing is described by
- a fixed set of possibly relevant factors, each of which
is characterized by,
- a quantifiable measure,
- the weight, Wxl, expressed as a function of this
measure
- the total weight for the factors is described as the
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sum of the weights for each factor.
To be able to describe certain kinds of dependencies between
factors, alternative weight-functions were introduced for
the same factor. Depending on which situation occurred in a
particular case, different weight-functions could be used.
Likewise, a fact (quantifiable measure) could be the result of
an earlier decision, PCyj. To decide which function to use, a
decision PWzk could be executed.
For a specific weighing-problem, the weighing yields a
weight for the case. The result is measured on the basis
of this weight and other facts.
Temporary results from the weighing process must not be
used.
The measurment of the result will be carried out via the
application of a rule.
The complete model of a weighing will then consist of five
components,
Px = (x, Fx , Wx , PCy , PWz).
PCy is a set of problems connected to the determination of
fact-values. PCyj corresponds to Fxj. PWz is a set of problems
connected to the decision concerning which weight-function
is to be used. PWzj is attached to Wxj, etc. Wx, PCy og PWz
correspond to Rx in the problem-model.
3.6.1 Declaration of weighing
The syntax for a weighing is
<weighing declaration>::=
weighing <identifier> = <mlist>
<mlist>::= <mlist>,<m> /
<m>

<m>::=<identif1er> /
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(<identifier>, def <identifier> )/
(<identifier>, func <identifier>)/
(<identifier», def <identifier>, func <identifier»)
<identifier> alone refers to a fact-variable, def <identifier»
refers to a type norm-block for assigning the value to the
variable and func <identifier> refers to a weight norm-block
to decide which weight-function to use.
<m»'s identifier must be specified punk.
Example:
Weighing x=a,b,(c,def d, func f);
This weighing contains three factors a,b and c. c's value can
be assigned by d if the user so wishes, f decides which weightfunction is to be used for the factor c.
3.6.2 Weighing call
<identifier> for a weighing is to be interpreted as a call. A
weighing call may be located where the type-block calls are
located.

3.7 Control-structure
Some control-structures will be necessary. Basically, these
are techniques for skipping a sequence of norms, that is, for
bypassing it without activating it. Alternatively, this
problem could be solved by manipulating the antecedents of the
norms that are to be ignored. But this may be a tedious
solution. The problem sounds perhaps a little artificial, and
it is worth noting that it is forced on us by the norm-segment
concept.
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3.8 Schemata
Associated facts form a schemata. As a rule one schemata will
be associated with each norm-segment, and therefore also to
each norm-block. The schemata concept will be a central
concept when SMARN1 is used to register facts.
3.9 Using SMARN1
The use of SMARN will involve programming, initiation and
case handling.
3.9.1 Programming
The process involving the transformation of a set of rules and
guidelines into SMARN formalism will be called "programing in
SMARN". It is a task for the users of the language, not for
the developers.
3.9.2 preprocessing
SMARN programs will be translated into SIMULA before
execution.
Originally, the design and implementation of the
preprocessor was held to be a central task for the project.
While the design is relatively detailed, the task of
implementation was stopped due to the extension of SMARN1 to
SMARN2.
Preprocessing is an automatic process.
3.9.3 Initiation
A set of norms described in SMARN must be initiated with caseindependent or norm-specific facts before a SMARN program may
be run. This is a task for an end-user. Initiation will be
controlled by the SMARN program.
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3.9.4 End-user's commands
We will now sketch a command language available to the enduser of SMARN. In addition to the outlined commands, one would
prefer to allow the end-user to manipulate the facts
arithmetically, turning SMARN in the direction of a 4thgeneration language. This is probably a correct strategy, but
has not been included in the current specifications, because
of increased implementation complexity.
In 3.9.4 <problem> may be a superior problem or a sub-problem.
In the first case it is identified by the norm-block name, in
the other by a unique path down to the sub-problem. Examples
may be
P and
P.Q.R,
where P is superior and R is a sub-problem of Q, itself a
sub-problem of P. If there is only one sub-problem R of P, one
may refer to R by
P.R.
The syntax for <problem> will be
<problem> ::= <problem name> /
<problem name>.<problem>
<cases> will be a set of cases for a given
problem-type.
a case is referred to
by a unique key,<key>.
A set of cases of the
same type may be
given aname by the
NAME command. These names must be unique.
Cases may also be specified in the form
<problem> WHERE <Boolean expression>
where (Boolean expression> has the syntax
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<Boolean expression» ::= <attribute expression) /
not <Boolean expression) /
<attribute expression) and <Boolean expression) /
<attribute expression) or <Boolean expression)
and where <attribute expression) has the syntax
<attribute expression) ::=
<attribute> <comparator> <arithmetic expression)
(comparator) is the six standard comparators, while
(arithmetic expression) is stated on variables in a normblock. The conditions may only be stated within the same normblock.
Ceases) will have the syntax
(cases) ::= (case) / (name of cases) /
(problem) WHERE (Boolean expression)
(case)

::= (problem),(key)

(1) INIT
INIT (problem),(key)
starts initiation of a case with key (key) of the type
(problem).
All subordinate decisions under the given one that must be
solved to solve the case must also be initiated.
An incomplete registration is not accepted. This means
that one must register the facts for subordinate decisions in
the sequence they are presented. For all solutions other than
this one has to rely upon coincidence to get the proper set
of facts for an actual decision. The reason is that the values
of the variables will be uncertain at every point after the
point where one ended registration, with the consequence that
redundant information might be registered or relevant
information lacking.
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One may, however, interrupt the registration process, for
a later restart.
(2) CHANGE
CHANGE <cases>
may be used to change the values of facts in <cases>. Values
are changed by entering a
c - for change together with the variable name, for
as long as one wishes to change values in the case,
e - for end.
There now arises a possibility that further sub-cases must be
initiated. Since a value of a variable has been changed, it
might be that some of the old sub-cases are redundant, whilst
some new ones might also be needed.
(3) SOLVE
When the initiation of the program is finished, the
computations may start. A central command will be
SOLVE <cases>, or
SOLVE <problem>,<poplist>.
<poplist> is a list of cases associated with one problem,
specifying the number of occurences of each case-type. The
syntax is
<poplist> ::= (<case>,<POP-switch>) /
(<case>,<POP-switch>),< poplist >)
<POP-switch> is defined in (10).
For each partial problem, the schemata - with case specific
facts - must be entered (or already be given), before the
partial problem can be solved.
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(4) MACRO
A macro is a list of commands given a name. One may call upon
the execution of the command list by the DO command and the
macro's name.
The following is a macro solving problems P and Q for
populations of the size 1000 and 200, respectively.
MACRO <name>
SOLVE P, POP = 1000
DISPLAY('THIS IS THE TOTAL EXPENCES FROM P';)
DISPLAY(X;)
SOLVE Q, POP = 200
DISPLAY('THIS IS THE TOTAL EXPENCES FROM 0';)
DISPLAY(Y ;)
DISPLAY( 'GRAND TOTAL' ,*)
END <name>
(5) END
END <name> ends a macro with name <name>.
(6) SAVE
SAVE <name> saves a macro <name> on external storage. The
macro will then be available for later use.
(7 ) DO
DO <name> starts the macro named <name>.
(8) LIST
LIST PROBLEM
lists names of described decisions on the most abstract level.
LIST POP or LIST POP <name>
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lists names of population descriptions or a given population.
LIST MACRO or LIST MACRO <name>
lists names of macros or a given macro.
(9) GET
GET <cases>
retrieves <case> of type <problem> for the purpose of reading
or printout.
(10) DISPLAY
Accumulated specified variables may be displayed:
D I S P L A Y (X

) - displays the variable X
) - displays X and Y on the same
D I S P L A Y (X ,,Y ) - displays X and Y separated by

D I S P L A Y (X , Y

line

four blanks on the same
line
- displays the character sequence XY
D I S P L A Y ( X ; Y ; Z;) - displays X, Y and Z on three lines
D I S P L A Y (' X Y ' )

(11) The switch POP to the SAVE command
If statistical calculations are selected, one will need to
give the sizes of the actual populations. This is done on the
command level by a switch. The syntax for this switch is
<POP-switch> ::= POP = <constant>

The population for a problem P s case-type C is set to 1000 as
follows :
SOLVE P,C,POP=1000
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(12) NAME
It will be possible to assign a name to a
is done in one of the following ways:
CASE NAME <name> =
=
=
=
=

set of

cases. This

CURRENT <problem>
ALL <problem>
<namel> + <name2>
<namel> - <naine2>
<namel> * <name2>

The name is assigned to current cases for a problem, all cases
of a given problem, and the union, difference and intersection
of two sets of cases, respectively.
It is also possible to assign a name to a list of populations
associated with a given problem,
POP NAME <name> = <poplist>
(13) REM
One can remove certain cases by using the REM command. All
sub-cases of a case that is removed will also be
removed.

3.9.5 Fact base
A very simple fact-storage is described, which is such that
the facts may be stored, retrieved, used and changed on later
occasions.

4 AMENDMENTS FROM SMARN1 TO SMARN2

4.1 Introducing objects and sets
4.1.1 The "client-department" model in SMARN1 without object
and relation concepts
Originally, we restricted our modelling efforts to situations
in which a client was brought into contact with a public
service or department. Hence the name "client-department"
model. Within this field we aimed at simulating effects of a
set of norms. Furthermore, the problems to be described in
SMARN1 have to be in a schematic form, with respect both to
the description of facts and the norm-expressions regulating
the solution. But then the further details of the problem
might be relatively arbitrary. For instance, the subject may
be the client's economic entitlements from the department,
other entitlements, duties on the client's part, etc.
The fact-model for this domain is a rather simple one, as
sketched above. It is not unnatural to think of the client as
one object and the department as another. For a given problem,
facts describing the client, or associated with him, and facts
associated with the department, form two groups. One kind of
facts is called case-specific, the other norm-specific.
The facts are not structured in any other way than by
conditional structures, an example being that only if a person
is married is it possible to give information about the
spouse. With the exception of conditional structures, the factstructure for a given problem is flat. It could be viewed as a
list of facts.
Additionally, we have seen no reason for introducing a
relation concept in the "client-department" model in SMARN1.
There is one important relation in this, the one
characterizing the model itself, namely the relation between
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the client and the department. We chose to regard other
relations on the client or the department side as facts
attached to client or department.
4.1.2 The Inheritance Act is not describable in the
"client- department" model
The Inheritance Act was chosen in the autumn of 1982 as our
first problem domain for description in SMARN. It was
immediately clear that it became necessary to introduce both
an object and a relation concept, the latter in a slightly
transformed form as a set concept.
In inheritance cases it is often necessary to describe a group
of persons entitled
to a part of the inheritance. Each one of
these entitled persons must be described by certain facts. It
is convenient to describe these persons in separate, similar
data elements, called objects.
Likewise, the relationships between the persons are of
interest. These two extensions led to a comprehensive change
of SMARNl's basic concepts.
4.1.3 Object
For our purpose, we may think of an object-model as a
collection of factsassociated with a physical object.
We
will normally refer to the object-model as an object. An
object may contain variables (atomic facts) and references
(which are strictly speaking variables as well) to associated
objects, elements and sets.
4.1.4 Relation
Usually, relations are understood as relations beween two
objects. Mathematically, however, one can define relations
between an arbitrary number of object-types, from one upwards.
We shall define a concept of this kind. If x and y are personobjects, and z is a property object, typical relations could
be
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x fatherof y,
x owns z and
soccerteam(xl,x2,

xll).

4.1.5 Set and element
The reason for introducing objects was the need for
simultaneous representation of equal, physical objects in one
and the same case. In this situation, one may speak about a
set of objects.
It will often be desirable to describe elements in sets
more efficiently than by means of objects. For example, we may
be interested in establishing the set of married persons. And,
as we know, such a set will contain elements with two objects
in each.
Each element may generally contain an arbitrary number of
objects, also of the same type. But then the objects should be
separable by their role in the element, e.g. man and woman in
the example of the set of married persons.
4.1.6 A relation may be expressed by a set
If M is
married
one and
society
is then
All
instead

a set of males and K is a set of females, then "m
to k", m £ M, k e K, (e: belongs to) may be true for
only one couple (m,k), given m or k, a monogamous
and legal states. For (m,k), the relation "married to"
satisfied.
relations may be described by sets. For example,
of describing a married-to-relation one may operate

with a set of married couples. Instead of saying that m is
married to k, we shall say that m and k are married. That is,
(m,k) e G, where G is the set of married couples.
4.1.7 The choice of sets for expressing relations
Operating with both a set and a relation concept, one will
need operators for both representations and for transforming
sets to relations and vice versa. One economizes with
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constructs by introducing only one or the other type of
concept. But the price is that one is forced to think of
relations as sets: a's being married to b becomes the married
couple a and b. This is a severe limitation, if not in
expressional force, then on a mental or psychological level.

4.2 The object and set concepts extend the fact-model
4.2.1 The original fact-model
This model has only one kind of element, namely variables.
These can be binary, integer, real or text. For a given case
the variables have their definite values assigned. The facts
are associated with problems. Thereby, the problem structure
defines the fact structure.

P2
PI norm-block

norms

r 1•
norms
if b then P2;
if c then P3;
facts

facts

---1

1

P3
norms
facts

Figure 4-1: Fact and norm-block structure in SMARN1.
PI is the main problem, while P2 and P3 are sub-problems.
The only additional structure to the problem structure as
imposed on the facts, is the conditional fact structure.
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4.2.2 SMARN2's extended fact-model
The object and set concepts increase the expressive capability
of SMARN. Objects may contain atomic facts, references to
associated objects, elements or sets. Domains define the
element-types and thereby also the set-types. If several equal
object-types are used in an element, they must be separated
from each other and given names according to their role in the
element, cf. the example above with "man" and "woman" for
elements of the set of married persons.

set

element

role
object
atomic fact

Figure 4-2: Connections between basic concepts in the factmodel
a — — b is here read 'a is defined by b'.
4.2.3 Example of a fact-model
For some reason or another, we may be interested in the name
and age of a person, what cars he owns and who his mother,
father and children are. If we form an object called "person",
with atomic facts "age" and "name" and with reference to
persons called "mother", "father", to a set of persons called
"children" and to a set of the "cars" the person owns, then
-on a sufficiently vague level - we have solved the problem of
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representing the facts.

”x.mother"

"x"

"x.father"

age
name
cars
-mother
father
children

age
name
cars
mother
father
children

age
name
cars
mother
father
children

1

0 □0
"x.children"

D□
"x.cars"

Figure 4-3: Person-objects with relationships and attributes

4.3 Introducing object and relation concepts lead to the
description of the solution of a problem by a procedure
4.3.1 Repetitive object-type
The fact that the same problem may occur several times
represents a situation that could not arise in the "clientdepartment" model. A problem occurence could there be written
Px = (x, Fx, Cx, Rx ),
where Cx are the variables associated with the fact-types Fx.
If Fx is described in the extended model by an object-type, it
is obvious that we may have several occurrences of the
variables Cx for Fx, Cxi, Cx2, ..., Cxm, where m is the number
of occurences of the problem Px. We therefore need to identify
the specific occurrence y of a problem-type we wish to refer
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the specific occurrence y of a problem-type we wish to refer
to in a particular case
Pxy = (x,Fx,Cxy,Rx ).

4.3.2 The hierarchy restriction for the solution of problems
is too strong when equal problems occur several times
The hierarchy restriction was not especially severe in the
"client-department" model. Since the problem P could occur
only once in the same case, a problem definition
P = (

...

,

P,

.• . )

would at best represent the fact that identical problems were
solved several times. But solving identical problems several
times does not seem wise, since one may use the first solution
in the next ones. However, a recursion could simulate
refinement of a solution. So the hierarchy restriction created
a certain limitation in the "client-department" model, too.
In the extended model, it is not desirable to accept the
hierarchy restriction. It would here represent a more severe
additional restriction than in the "client-department" model.
A problem-type may very well be defined here by itself, i.e.,
recursively. A particular instance of a problem will not,
however, be defined by itself.
An example of a problem-type of this kind concerns how one
is to determine the group of persons who are to inherit the
estate of a deceased person. If the person had living
successors, the inheritance would belong to the children. Or,
if some of the children were already dead on the day of the
death of the parent, these childrens' children would inherit.
Establishing the group of beneficiaries to a persons will
often involves resolving the same issue for some of this
person's children, etc. So here is a recursive problem.
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4.3.3 Procedures take the norm-blocks' role as the
description of the solution of a problem
Norm-blocks were introduced in a context in which the
hierarchy restriction was not too rigid. When the hierarchy
restriction is loosened, another problem-model must be
established. Since, in principle, we are interested in
handling recursive problems, a procedure is a suitable good
candidate in ALGOL-like languages. This is the reason for
choosing such an implementation. But it may very well be
interesting to extend the procedure concept of SIMULA,
for
example by allowing a variable number of parameters.
In the procedures, only temporary variables and references
to objects, elements and sets are permitted.

4.4 A schemata is associated with an object
While the schemata concept in the "client-department" model in
SMARN1 was attached to norm-blocks, this is not possible in
SMARN2, simply because that concept is removed. It will
obviously not be desirable to connect schemata to procedures
either. The chosen solution is to connect it to objects.

4.5 Generalised weighing-model
Even the generalised model has its weaknesses, although it
does generalise the weight-number rule. The weights of factors
are described as a function of one quantifiable measure
(function of one variable).
A weakness
of model 2 is that the number of factors is
fixed for eachweighing model. The relevance-evaluation
of a
factor may then be expressed in one of two ways, either as a
choice between
alternatives,or by introducing a special
irrelevance code for the quantifiable measure in the weighing
functions. Neither of these solutions is at all elegant.
Another weakness is that the weighing markers in the
antecedent for guidelines about relevance are very difficult
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to handle.
A third weakness is that while rules and guidelines have
the same form, i.e.,
if B then K,
the forms of rules and guidelines in model 2 are very
different.
This criticism leads to two generalisations. First, one
may have arbitrarily many arguments for each weight-function
(functions of several variables), instead of only one as in
model 2. Then, guidelines will be represented in the form
if B then K.
Examples :
Let f, fl and f2 be factors whose weights depend on three
facts a, b and c.
-about relevance:
if d then w:=w + f(a,b,c),
-about weight:
if d then w:=w + fl(a,b,c)
else w:=w + f2(a,b,c);
-about value:
if d and positivevalue then w:=w + f(a,b,c)
else if d and negativevalue then w:=w - f(a,b,c);
The whole weighing may alternatively be thought of as a set of
variables, or - as is the case in the example above - as the
sum of the weights produced by the factors' weight-functions
(also of several variables).

A further generalisation is also possible. That consists of
expressing
the weights in terms of relations
instead of
functions.
(A function is recognized by the fact that a given
set of values for the function's variables, results in one and
only one value for the function. While there
may
be several
values for
a relation, given a set of values
for
the
variables.) The reasons for choosing functions instead of
relations are of a practical nature only: it is more
efficient to handle functions in the long run.
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5 SMARN2 DESCRIPTION
In SMARN2, procedures will express solutions of problems while
facts will be described by SMARN-objects and sets. The
procedure will be used in four different ways:
- solving general legal problems - typeless,
- solving discretionary decisions - type procedure,
- describing a factor in a discretionary decision - real
procedure,
- technical calculations may be described together with the
legal ones. They do not need to be put in separate procedures,
but may obviously be separated if that is convenient.
In addition to the procedures, a marker-variable will be
central. It associates a variable with a weighing. The
variable may either have its value set manually, or by
executing the discretionary decision.

5.1 SIMULA extension
5.1.1 Declaration
Syntax
<declaration>::=<SIMULA declaration)»/
<marker declaration>/
<role declaration>/
<domain declaration>
Semantics
<declaration> (Dahl:16, Naur:23) is extended by marker, role
and domain declarations.
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This obviously means that marker and domain may be declared
whereever a declaration may be placed in SIMULA.
5.1.2 Type
Syntax
<type>::=<SIMULA value type>/
(reference type>/
<set type>
Semantics
<type> (Dahl:27) is extended by <set type>. Note the
consequences the <type>-extension has, e.g. through the <type>
procedure in SIMULA (Dahl:57). Since <type> is extended by
pointers oref to SMARN objects and eref to elements as well as
set-type to handle set,
oref(o ) procedure x;
eref(d) procedure y;
set(d) procedure z;
will be type procedures for object and element references and
set. (o is an object type and d is a domain for a set).
Accordingly through <type> array (Dahl:57)
oref(o ) array a ..
eref(d ) array b ..
set(d ) array c ..
are introduced.
Examples
A set procedure to establish the union of two sets will look
like:
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set(d ) procedure s(a,b );
set(d ) a,b;
s:=a+b;
An eref procedure to establish a reference to the last element
in a set may be written
eref(d ) procedure y(s);
set(d )s ;
y :-s.last;
An array, z, of references to objects of type o with length 14
will be declared
oref (o )array z(1:14);
5.1.3 Reference type
Syntax
Creference type>::=<SIMULA reference type>/
<SMARN reference type>
Semantics
<reference type> (Dahl:27) is extended by <SMARN reference
type>.
5.1.4 Assignment statement
Syntax
<assignment statement?::=<SIMULA assignment statement?/
<set assignment statement?
Semantics
Assignment statement (Dahl:42) is also extended.
Since SIMULA'S type is extended, the assignment statement
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will be extended accordingly.
Examples
s :=a;
s :=a+b-c;
s := (el,e2,e3 );
s :=;
are all legal set expressions that may be assigned to set
variable s. A set variable that is to be assigned to a set
expression must have a domain identical to that of the set
expression.
5.1.5 Reference expression
Syntax
<reference expression)::=<SIMULA reference expression)/
<SMARN reference expression)
<SMARN reference expression) :: =<SMARN object
expression)/
<element expression)
Semantics
<reference expression) (Dahl:34) has been extended by SMARN
object expression and element expression.
Note the consequences with respect to SIMULA'S reference
assignment (Dahl:42) and for clause (Dahl:46).
Example
for e:-el,e2 do e .person.income:=0;
Assuming e, el and e2's domain contain an object "person" with
an attribute "income", this for statement has the effect of
zero-ing the income of el and e2's persons.
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5.1.6 For clause
Syntax
<for clause)::=<SIMULA for clause)/
for <set expression) do/
for <set expression) while <Boolean
expression) do
Semantics
The point of this construct is to evaluate the <controlled
statement) (Dahl: 46) for all elements in the set. If set
expression is not a set variable, then a temporary set
variable, call it T, is established behind the curtains,
T:=<set expression).
The statement may then be written
for T do <statement).
To save explicit inspections down the object, element and set
path, implicit inspections will be supplied in the order of
set occurrences, element occurrences, tuple occurrences, etc.
An implicit inspection will be supplied only for sub
structures of the set expression which is being processed. It
will be defined by the missing path down to a referred entity,
and with the <controlled statement) as scope.
Example
Let us assume that two sets, s and c will be used to produce a
set b. The process is to terminate when all elements in c are
contained in s U b, or when there are no more elements of s
left to process. This may be stated:
for s while (s+b)*c<c do ...;
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5.1.7 Statements
Syntax
(statement)::=<SIMULA statement)/
(weighing statement)/
(set handling)/
(object handling)
Semantics
In addition to those in SIMULA, (statement) (Dahl:42) may
be (weighing statement), (set handling) and (object handling).
The weighing statement is a call for a weighing. This will not
be executed if the value of the weighing is set manually.
(set handling) and (object handling) contain mechanisms to
store on disc (put), load from disc (get), initiate (init) and
totally remove (rem) objects and sets, respectively.
5.1.8 Relation
Syntax
(relation)::=(SIMULA relation)/ (set relation)
(reference relation)::=(SIMULA reference relation)/
(element reference relation)/
(SMARN object reference relation)
(element reference ielation)::=(simple element expression)
(reference comparator)
(simple element expression)
(SMARN object reference relation)::=
(simple SMARN object expression)
(reference comparator)
(simple SMARN object expression)
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<set relation> ::= <simple set expression?
<reference comparator?
<simple set expression?
Semantics
The meanings of the relational operators for sets are as
follows:
B
B
B
B
B
B

<
<
=
?
?
<?

A,
A,
A,
A,
A,
A,

B
B
B
A
A
A

is included in
is included in
is equal to A,
is included in
is included in
is not equal to

A,
or equal to A,
B
or equal to
B

B

Two element (object) references A and B are Identical if they
refer to the same element (object) or if both are none
(refers nothing). In this case "A==B" is true.
A=/ = B = not (A==B)
5.1.9 Remote identifier
Syntax
Cremote identifier?::=<SIMULA remote identifier?/
<simple element expression?.
<role identifier?/
<simple element expression?.
<attribute identifier?/
<simple SMARN object expression?.
<attribute identifier?
Semantics
Let E be a simple element expression qualified by a domain D
and let 0 be an object identifier and R a role identifier in
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the domain. Then
E .0 and E .R
are remote object and role identifiers, respectively. If S is
a simple SMARN object expression, and A an appropriate
attribute then
S. A
is a remote identifier. If the expression part evaluates to
none, a run-time error will occur.
Examples
If e is an element reference variable qualified by
domain(man,woman) couple; then
e .man
is a valid remote identifier. If op is a reference variable
qualified by SMARN object o, oref(o )op, and if o has an
attribute property, then
op.property
is a valid remote identifier.

5.2 SMARN program
Syntax
<SMARN program>::=<SMARN block>/
(compound statement>
(SMARN block>::=(SIMULA block>/
(SMARN unlabelled block>/
(label>:(SMARN block>
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<SMARN unlabelled block»::=<SMARN block head»;
<compound tail>
<SMARN block head>::=begin <global declaration»/
<SMARN block head>;<global declaration»
<global declartion>::=<declaration>/
<object declaration»
Semantics
A SMARN program will consist of a list of global declarations
between begin and end. These are of two kinds,
-<declaration> and
-<object declaration»
The procedures are caught by <declaration>, the facts by
Cobject declaration», while object, element and set pointers
are caught by the <SMARN type» and <set type» declarations.

5.3 SMARN's type declarations
Syntax
<SMARN value type»::=result<SMARN long type»/
dynamic <SMARN long type»/
temporary <SMARN short type»/
<SMARN long type»
<SMARN long type»::=real(Cndigits»,<ndecimals>)/
integer(<ndigits»)/
text(<ncharacters>)/
boolean
<SMARN type»::=<SMARN value type»/
<set type»/
<SMARN reference type»
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<SMARN reference type>::=<element type>/
<SMARN object reference type>
<SMARN short type>::=Integer/real/boolean/text
Semantics
<SMARN type> has three sub-types: <SMARN value type>, <set
type> and <reference type>. The value type may only be used in
SMARN objects, while set and reference types are contained in
the extended SIMULA type definition. I.e., sets,
references to objects and elements may be declared both
globally, in procedures and objects.
<SMARN long type> may have the specification "result" or
"dynamic" to indicate that the variable is an output or
conditional variable, respectively. A <SMARN short type>
variable must be specified "temporary" to indicate that it is
a temporary variable.
ndigits, ndecimals and ncharacters are numbers of digits,
decimals and characters.
<SMARN value type> variables may only be declared within
objects.
SMARN value type variables may be specified differently
according to their different roles. Two points of time are
important to the differentiation: the point of registration of
the facts and the point of storing the facts.
With respect to registration, default is that the values
of all the variables in the objects are asked for. If this is
not desirable, that may be for three kinds of reasons: the
fact is not of input but of output (result) kind, or the fact
is interesting only if specific conditions among the facts
occur (dynamic kind), or the variable may be temporary. In the
last case it is only used as scratch.
With respect to storing, default is that the values are
stored in the object. However, this will not take place for
variables specified temporary.
Effect of SMARN value type variable-specification:
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specification type
registered at
______________________ registration time

stored at
storing time

no specification

yes

yes

temporary

no

no

dynamic

conditional

yes

result

no

yes

Example
A real, p, of length 7 characters with 3 decimals is declared
real p(7,3 ).

5.4 Marker declaration and weighing statement
Syntax
<marker declaration)::= <SMARN short type>marker
((procedure identifier))<identifier>
(weighing statement)::=<marker identifier)(<actual
parameter part))
Semantics
A marker (abbreviation for weighing marker) is a variable
associated with a procedure. Calling the weighing will have
the effect of
- either manual assignment of the marker's value, or
- evaluating the procedure and assigning the value of the
procedure to the variable.

This construction may be regarded as peculiar, but is needed
to give the preprocessor the opportunity to make a distinction
between ordinary type procedures and weighing procedures.
Example
If the procedure is declared
integer procedure a(p); ..;
then the marker may be declared
Integer marker (a)m;
If q's type is compatible with p, then m(q) is an example of a
weighing statement.

5.5 Object
5.5.1 Object declaration
Syntax
(object declaration)::=<object specification)
(object head)(object tail)
(object head)::=object (identifier);
begin (objectlocal type declarations)
(object tail>: :=end/(dynamic initiation);(object tail)/
(outfile cal1);(object tail)
(dynamic initiation)=(if clause)(object initiate)/
(if clauseXset initiate)/
(object initiate)/
(set initiate)

Semantics
Cidentifier> is the name of the defined class of objects.
<objectlocal type declarations), described in 5.5.5, is a list
of declarations of sets, element variables, object reference
variables, etc.
The <dynamic initiation) and the <outfile call) are the
only legal statements in the object declaration.
<outfile call) refers to a call to a procedure in
SIMULA'S outfile class. This may be used to produce
leading text to guide the registration process.
Example
object c;
begin
oref(c)x;
set(e )s;
domain(d )e ;
re^ 1(5,2 )z;
end;
Object c contains an object reference x to c-objects, a
reference to a set of elements from domain e, called s, and
finally a real z with 5 digits, two of which are decimals.
Conditional object initiation is permitted, e.g.
if b then o.init(p)
as well as the unconditional
o.init(p).
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5.5.2 Object expression
Syntax
<SMARN object expression>::=<simple SMARN object
expression)/
<if clauseXsimple SMARN object
expression)
else <SMARN object expression)
<simple SMARN object expression)::=none/<variable>/
<function designator)/
<simple element expression).
<SMARN object identifier)/
<simple element expression).
<role identifier)
Semantics
A simple SMARN object expression is of type
oref(<qualification) ).
The value of the expression is a reference to an object or it
is none. In a conditional SMARN object expression, both
alternatives must have an identical qualification.
Examples
Let a and o be objects and let
oref(o )op;
oref(o)procedure fp;
eref(d )see;
domain(o,r)d;
role(a )r ;
be declared. Then
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none
op,

fp,
see.o,
see.r,
if b then op else fp
are all SMARN object expressions.
5.5.3 Object reference declaration
Syntax
<SMARN object reference type>: := l_ink oref
((object qualification>)/
oref((object qualification>)
Semantics
If the object reference is to be used to initiate (init) an
object, it must be specified "link". A link referenced object
may also be stored on external memory (put), loaded from
external memory (get) and removed (rem). If the object
reference is not link specified, it cannot be used to init,
put, get or rem.
Example
A reference, p, to an object of class q is declared
oref(q)p;

5.5.4 Object handling
Syntax
(object handling>::=(object initiate>/
(object get>/
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(object put>/
(object remove)
(object initiate)::=(object identifier).init
((SMARN object reference variable))
(object get)::=(object identifier).get
((SMARN object reference variable))
(object put)::=(object identifier).put
((SMARN object reference variable))
(object remove)::=(object identifier).remove
((SMARN object reference variable))
Semantics
Initiation, storing, loading and removal of objects may only
take place along link-specified references. Objects of the
type o, referred to by the pointer oref(o)p, are
- inititated by o.init(p),
- stored on external memory by o.put(p),
- loaded by o.get(p) and
- removed totally by o.rem(p).
To initiate an object means to initiate all of its variables
which are not specified result or temporary, and - in the case
of a conditional kind - to initiate the variable if the
condition is satisfied. The object name (e.g. "person") will
be used to produce a heading:
FORM person
This signals the initiation process for the object person in
the case at hand.
For each variable (e.g. weight) the name and an equality
sign will be output:
weight=
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The corresponding value is supposed to be input. Leading text
may be used for explanation.
To load an object means to read in values from external
storage and to the established internal object. The address on
external storage is implicitly given by the internalobject
reference.
The load-operation on an object only loads one object.
To store an object means to write the object on external
storage (external address is implicitly given). All the
sub-structure of an object is stored with the object.
To remove an object means to delete all the object's values on
external and internal storage. This also affects the
sub-structure of the object.
5.5.5 Objectlocal type declaration
Syntax
<objectlocal type declarations»::=<objectlocal type
declarations»;
Cobjectlocal type declaration»/
<objectlocal type declaration»
<objectlocal type declaration» :: =<SMARN typeXtype list»
Semantics
Within SMARNobjects, all SMARN types
may be used in full.
These areSMARN's
value and reference types, in addition to
the set type.

Examples
object o;
begin
result integer (5)p ;
dynamic boolean q;
temporary real (7,2)r;
real (7,2)s;
set (d )t;
eref (d)e;
oref (o)op;

end;
Between begin and end a number of examples are listed of valid
SMARN type declarations local to objects.

5.5.6 Object specification
Syntax
Cobject specification»::=case/norm
Semantics
Objects may be specified "case" if they have case-specific
contents. Otherwise, the contents are assumed to be normspecific .
Example
A case-specified object named o will have the heading
case object o; ...;

5.6.1 Set declaration
Syntax
<set declaration)::=link<set typeXtype list)/
<set typextype list)
<set type)::=set((domain identifier))
Semantics
A set of elements Is defined over a certain domain. The domain
is a number of object types. A SMARN set will have an ordering
which is the order of arrival into the set.
A link-specified set may be initiated, stored, loaded, and
removed (cfr. 5.6.8). If it is not link-specified, a set
expression may be assigned to it.
Example
A set x of elements from the domain y is declared
set(y ) x ;
5.6.2 Set manipulator
Syntax
<set manipulator)::=FIRST/LAST/ACT/PREV/PRED/SUC/NEXT
Semantics
Seven operators are defined that can be used on sets: FIRST,
LAST, NEXT, SUC(cessor), ACT(ual), PRED(ecessor) and
PREV(ious). FIRST and LAST refer to the first and last
elements in the set. ACT will refer to the element of the set
actually being processed, while the PRED will be the ACT's
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predecessor and the SUC its successor. NEXT and PREV will have
the effect of changing the actual element to its predecessor
or successor, respectively.
Example
For a set s,
s .first
means s's first element.
A piece of program to process all elements in a set s could
be:
s.act:-s.first;
while s .act=/= none do
begin
"process element";
s.next;
end;
Equivalently, however:
for s do "process element";
5.6.3 Set expression
Syntax
<set expression)::=<simple set expression)/
<if clausexsimple set expression)
else <set expression)
<simple set expression)::=<cartesian product)
Semantics
Sets may be combined to form expressions. The operators SMARN
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offers are the traditional.
+ , to mean
-, to mean
* to mean
to mean

union.
minus,
intersection and
cartesian product

If s and t are two sets defined over domain d, then
if b then s else t
is a set expression.
To be valid, set expressions must be qualified over compatible
domains.
Example
set(person) married, nochildren, hascar, hashut:
The set of all persons without any children, who own a car,
may be expressed
nochildren*hascar.
The set of all married couples with children, owning a car,
but no hut:
(married - nochildren) * hascar - hashut
5.6.4 Set assignment statement
Syntax
<set assignment statement>::=<set left part>:=
<set right part>
<set left part>::= <variable>/<procedure identifier)
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<set right part>::= <set expression)/ <set assignment
statement)
Semantics
A set expression may be assigned to a set variable qualified
by a compatible domain. This variable must not, however,
be link-specified.
Example
If sets a, b and s are declared
set(c)s,a,b;
s can be assigned an arbitrary set of c elements, for example
s :=a+b;
5.6.5 Set term
<set term)::=<selection)/
<set term)*<selection)/
O
5.6.6 Set factor
<set factor)::=(<set expression))/
<set variable)/
<function designator)
5.6.7 Cartesian product
Syntax
<cartesian product>::=<cartesian product)^
<cartesian factor)/
<cartesian factor)
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Example
Let
object person;
begin
integer(3)age;
oref(person)spouse;
end;
domain(person)d;
set(d )men,women,s;
be given.
men&women where men.spouse==women.person
is now the set of married couples.
5.6.8 Set handling
Syntax
<set handling>::=<set initiate>/
<set get>/<set put>/<set remove>
<set initiate>;:=<domain identifier>.init(<set
variable>)
<set get>;:=<domain identifier>.get(<set
variable>)
<set put>;:=<domain identifier>.put(<set
variable>)
<set remove>::=<domain identifier>.rem(<set
variable>)
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Semantics
A set s declared link set(d ) s may be initiated, loaded,
stored and removed by the statements
d.init(s ),
d .get(s ),
d.put(s), and
d .rem(s ).
Init and get affect the referred set only, while put and
remove affect the total sub-structure as well.
Initiating a set also means initiating its FIRST, LAST,
ACT, PRED and LAST pointers.
Initiating a set (named s) means initiating all the
elements that are to belong to the set. SMARN will output
SET s
ELEMENT 1
and the initiation
carriage return is
by initiating each
defined over. When

of element number one can startafter
given (denoted <CR>). This takes place
of the objects the element is
element one isinitiated,

ELEMENT 2
is output. The same procedure is run through for this element.
The process may be interrupted by typing 'i' before <CR>
(carriage return) and ended by typing 'e'.
ELEMENT 7i<CR>
ELEMENT 13e<CR>
After typing 'e', the set is defined.
To load a set means to load all the elements with their
objects. If a set is initiated under one of these objects,
this will not be loaded.
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5.6.9 Proj ection
Syntax
<projection>::=<set factor>.(<domain>)/<set factor>
Example
Let
role(person) man, woman;
domaln(man, womanJcouple;
set(couple(married;
be given. The set of all married men is
married.(man)
5.6.10 Selection
Syntax
<selection>::=<projection>where<Boolean expression»/
<projection>
Example
Declarations as in 5.6.7. Persons in s aged 18 years or more
are given by
s where person.age > 18
5.6.11 Cartesian factor
<cartesian factor»::=<set term»/
<cartesian factor»+<set term»/
<cartesian factor»-<set term»/
(<element identifier list»)
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5.7 Element in set
5.7.1 Element type
Syntax
(element type>::=eref ((domain))
Semantics
A member of a set is called an element. An element may be a
member of one or more sets or it may be detached. It will be
defined over one or more object types given by the domain
qualification. If identical object types occur in an element,
they must be given a role specification, indicating the role
of the object in the element.
The element type may by used to declare pointers to
elements of specific interest.
Example
eref(d ) element
is a reference to elements from domain d.
5.7.2 Element expression
Syntax
(element e x p r e s s i o n ) =
(simple element expression)/
(if clauseXsimple element expression)
else (element expression)
(simple element expression)::=(set factor).
(set manipulator)/
(element variable)/none/<function
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designator>/<element generator)/
(<element expression))
Semantics
The type of an element expression is given by its domain
qualification. The value is a reference either to a specific
element or none.
If El is a simple element expression and E2 is an element
expression then
if b then El else E2
is an element expression. El and E2 must have compatible
qualifications, which will be the expression qualification.
By means of the set manipulators FIRST, LAST, ACT, PREV,
PRED, SUC and NEXT, one may access the elements in a set, one
after the other, to process them.
5.7.3 Element identifier list
<element identifier list)::=<element identifier list),
(element identifier)/
(element identifier)/
O
5.7.4 Element generator
(element generator)::=enew<domain identifier)
5.8 Domain
Syntax
(domain declaration)::=domain((domain))(identifier list)
(domain)::=(domain),(role identifier)/(role identifier)
(domain),(object identifier)/
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<object identifier)
Semantics
A domain is a collection (list) of one or more objects
qualifying elements and sets. There is no ordering of the
objects, which will be referenced by their names. If there are
several identical objects in a domain, they must be separated
by a role specification.
SMARN objects, and these only, may be used to define
domains.
5.9 Role declaration
Syntax
<role declaration)::=role(Cobject identifier))
<identifier list)
Semantics
A role specification is needed only in the declaration of a
domain when two or more objects of the same type are to be
used. Its role is to give unique access to the various objects
in an element.
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